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An enduring increase 1n the size of the perforant path-
evoked dentate qyl'US response follows brief tetanic
stimulation. Thb Long-Term Potentiation (LTP) is
considered a cellular substrate of memory. A similar
phenomenon, Norep inephrine-Induced Potentiation CNEP),
results from exogenous application of HE or from endogenous
HE release following Locus Coeruleus (Le) stimulation. It
has been postulated that NE promotes LTP induction in a
manner consistent with a role in arousal and attention. It
has be en do cumented both .in Y..1..tnl: a nd l.n Y.iY2 that LTP
induction requires the NMDA receptor and that NEP induction
requires activation of the e-edrenecatc receptor. It. f act ,
it ha s been shown in the slice that LTP and NEP depend on
bothrQceptors . This suggests a codependence or s yn ergy
between NEP and LTP in the slice . However , the same has not
been demonstrated in~. In tAct, LTP is not eliminated
by HE depletion in Y.1Ys;l, thus the 8-receptor activation is
probably not required . It was the aim of the present study
to determine the role of the NMDA receptor in NEP .in~.
REP was elicited by glutamate stimulation of the Lc, Two
recording pipettes were placed in the dentate gyrus . One
pipette contained saline and the other, loc'ated less than
lmm away, contained the NMDA channel blocker, ketamine .
Diffusion of ketallline significantly attenuated LTP as
compared to that at the saline site . However, NEP was
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either unaffected or enhanced &II compared to that at the
saHne dte. KEP in~ does not depend on the HHDA
channel. 8-receptor activation, and the cAHP-mediatel1
biochemical cascade triggered, appears to be necessary and
sufficient tor the induction of NEP. It NE promotes
attention lind memory through the 8-receptor in the dentate
gyrus, it does 80 independently of the NMDA receptor .
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He bb ( 1949 ) p r oposed that an i ncrease in t he efficien cy
at s ynaptic trans .bsion would co ns t i t ut e l ea rning at the
cel lUla r l evel . Kor e than 20 yea r s after Hebb firs t
p r e s e nted his t h eory, Blis9 an d Lomo, i n the ana e s thetized
rabbit a nd Bliss an d Gardne r-M edwin , i n t ha awak e rabbit, i n
a pa i r o f 1973 stUdies, demonst rated a phenomenon wh i c h q av B
He bbls the ory 8u~.tance (Gus tafason an d Wiqstr6111, 1988) .
These s t udies show ed t hat a b r i e f hiqh freque nc y train of
s tbm l a tion, delivered t o t he i nput pa t hway, produced a
s ignificant lind enduring i ncreas e i n the effic i enc y of a
g roup of syn apses in the den t ate gyrus o f the hippocam pus •
....t ter the t et anus , t he q r a nu l e cells o f t he dentate s howe d
g r eater sensi t i vi ty to subsequent low f requency ( s Ingle
pul s e) s timulat i on of t hat input pathway . The effect c ould
be Bustained f o r lIIany hour s . Bl i s s an d Lomo arbitrarily
defined 30 lIinute. as sufficicmt to differentiate this
phenome no n frOD augmen ta tion, fac ilitation and post-te tanic
potentiat i on . Bliss and Lomo (1973) , called this cha ng e in
cellulllr be hav iour long-lasting pot-Inti. tion, no w Ilor e
commonl y known as Long -T e m Pot.en t iation , (LTP).
While LTP can be prod uc e d elsewhe r e in the bra i n ,
nowhere is t his form o f synapt i c p l asticity 4E1 e asUy,
reliably and drama tic.:'!II lly produce d a s in t he hippocampus
(CollingridlJ e and Bliss , 1987). In fact , LTP can be
produc ed i n an y o f the t hre e synaptic areas o f the
h i ppocampa l Itt r isynaptic c i r c u it-. Al though t he hippocampus
(He) ha. be en traditionally r eferred t o aa the t r b ynaptic
circui t and be e n t houg h t of a s a .imple relBY s t ation , i t i .
nov Jtnovn tha t the HC h .uc h 1Il0re c oa plex. In the y or ds ot
Swans on et d . (1987 ), "while t he hippocampal fonat i on
con t a in s the s i mplest co rtica l fie lds• • • i t receives ,
processes and translli t s th e mos t c omplex array ot
i ntonation ot a ny corti cal r egion" . Thus , while t he He i s
s t ruc t ur a lly sImple and the bu l k ot hippoc ampal throughput
folloW8 t he t ris ynllopti c lo op, di rect co r tica l input is lIIade
to all three areas at the HC and a great deal of intrinsic
recipr ocal i nnQrv ation occurs among the s e r egions, both
within the l ocal cIrcuit and along the l ongitudinal axis
(Amaral an d witter, 1989, Yeckel a nd Berger, 1990) . Thus,
conve rg i ng vithin t he He is a co mplex arr ay at in fo rma t i on,
in cluding s en sory i n tormation frolll primary and a s soc i ation
cortices a s veIl u modulato ry i npu ts from subcortica l sites
s uch .s the ch olinergic bas a l fo r e b r ai n , the serotone rgic
raphe nUClei, t he dopaminergic ventr al t eqmental area and
the noradrene rg i c l ocus coerul eus. Rather than acting as a
sllDple ::81ay station, t he He functions in the sy nthesis ,
modulation a nd e labo r a tion ot inc oming i nto rmation, be fore
"relaying" it back to the c ortex . Thus , while the cortex is
the putative site for permanent memory s t ora qe , the He i s
thought integral in forming the memor i e s (Morris, 19 90) .
Given the proposed integrative function of th9 HC and
the properties of LTP, it became a cellular model of mG.mory
(Morris, 1990) . Initially, LTP attracted favour by virtue
of the tact that it I S properties fitted the predictions of
Hebb, that it was discovered in the HC, a structure then
known to be vital to new learninq (Milner, 1972) and b..cause
the time course of LTP was such that it was "potentially
useful for memory storage" (Bliss and Lomo, 1973) . The HC
has since proven critical for s ome kinds of learning and
memory, 'ds pecia lly spatial learning and memory . The
principle cells of the He fire in response to an animal's
position relative to a constellation of external cues,
(O'Keefe and Nadel , 1978), and the integrity of these cells
is necessary tor learnin~ and memory at spatial maze tasks
(McNaughton et al., 1989). Furthermore, preventing the
induction of LTP prevents spatial learning (Morris et al .,
1986) . Such findings have made LTP the most widely accepted
and exploited model of som1! kinds of learning and memory.
An important ramification of the use of LTP as a cellular
model of memory is that it has led researchers to uncover-
other putative modulators of hippocampal plasticity.
The tocus of the present study is the modulOlotor
norepinephrine, (NE). Bringing HE to the forefront of
research into hippocampal plasticity was Neuman and Harley's
1983 discovery of the phenomenon of norepinephrine-induced
lonq-Iastinq potentiation (NE-LLP) in the anaesthetized rat.
As in hiqh-frequency induced L'I'P (HFT-LTP), a long lasting
c ha nge in the size or dentate granule cell responses was
induced, but not by HFI' electrical stimulation.
Iontophoretic application of HE to the granule cell body
layer produced a potentiation that, like HFTeLTP, outlasted
the induction s t i mulation and was often qreater than 30
minutes in duration.
As with LTP, norepinephrine-induced potentiation (HEP)
is now recognized as an important player in hippocampal
plasticity . The ev i de nce , to be r eviewed, shows that HE is
released durlt:g ar ous ed an d attentive behavioural states.
The e f f ect of HE on sensory evoked unit and population
responses is described as enhancement or facilitation which
functionally means that the responses now have more
physiologJCal impact. Thus, theory holds that the role of
NE is to prime or enable the He to perform it I S integrating
and con solidating functions on thp. arousing , attention-
gettinq input. The processes ot NEP and LTP are thought to
undl9rl1e th~se facilitatinq and memory-making functionH.
Due to a number of discrepancies between the properties of
LTP and NEP, it i s not r e t certain whether HE promotes other
forms of plasticity, such as LTP, via the i.Ti' mechanism, or
it it promotes LTP by s ome other mechanism or finally, if
NEP is a mechanistically distinct form of potentiation.
The 111m of the present research was to i nvestigate the
degree to whi ch the mechanisms of NEP and LTP converge in
Y.1Y2. The impetus for this invr.stlgation was the tinding
that, in the in Yi.tDl preparation, NEP and LTP depend on the
s ame mechemism (Burgard et al ., 1989 , stanton et al ., 1989) .
To date t his has riot been demon strated in Ym. The purpose
of the present experiment ....as to determ.ine , in Y..1..Y..g, whether
REP depends on t he LTP induction mechanism or is capable ot
inducing a potentiation independently o f HFT-L'l'P.
The r emainder of the i ntroduction provides an overv iew
of hippocampa l anatomy and physiology, with particular
attention to the dentate gyrus . The anatomy and physiology
of the norepinephrine-containing nucleus locus coeruleus
(LC) is reviewed with emphasis on suggested LC function ;
na mely. a general role in mediating cortical arousal .
Emphasis is placed on what is known of NE innervation of the
dentate gyrus a nd on the effects of HE on dentate gyrus
physiology. The effect of NE on unit responses , popul."Uon
responses and on the L'l'P of population responses will be
ex ;;mined. What is understood of NEP and LTP will be
det."iled as necessary . s Ince en in Y.1.Y.g a na l ys i s ot the
degree ot convergence ot mechanism bet....een NSP "'nd LTP is
the aim of the present s t udy , comparisons between LTP and
NEP will conclude the introduction and set the stage fo r the
present research . As the present W'ork is an extension ot in
xllDl findings , differences between in n.t.xg and in rlY2
preparations are highlighted. t h r ough out.
The ten hippocampal tormation includes four simple
cortical regions, the e ntorhinal cortex (Re ), the subicular
comp l ex , (Wh i ch includes the pre- and parasubiculUlll and
subiculus proper), th€< dentate gyrus and Almcon's Horn,
(Amaral and Witter , 1989 ) . The term hippocampus refers only
to the latter two simple cor ti c e s . The hippocampal
formation , in it' s three dimensional e xtent, form s a C &hape
originating just caudal ot t he s eptum and t erminating in the
temporal lobe just caudal and medial to the amygdala. ThUs
the long axis of the hippocampal formation is descriptively
called the septotemporal axis. (Amaral and Witter, 1989,
sveeeen et .at. , 1987).
Investigators of the hippocampal fanation often
conceptualize it in the t ransverse plane, perpendicUlar to
the septotemporal axis, a s a lamella 01." slice. Figure 1
depicts a traverse section of the HC and illastrates the
three synaptic regions and their mairi connections. Vi ewed
transversely, the HC looks like two interlocking C shapes ,
the larger (more lateral) being the pyramidal cells of
Ammon 's Horn, including areas CAl and CAJ and the smaller
(more medial) being the granule cells of the dentate gyrus.
Cells of the EC funnel cortical i nput into the HC via their
axona , known collectively as the perforant path (PP), which
synapse onto the dendrItes of the granule cells of the
dentate gyrus. The granule cells, 1n turn, project their
mossy fibres to synapse on the pyra'lddal cells of area CA3.
Finally, the Schaffer collaterals ot the CA] pyramidal cells
make synaptic contact with the pyramidal cells of CAL
Traditionally, it was thought that all hippocampal
throughput follo....ed this trisynaptic route and did so within
II thin transverse section, and this belief led to the
development of the in ili.r..2 preparation. While not
disputing the usefulness of the slice preparation to certaIn
inquiry, nor the usefulness of the term "trisynaptic
circuit" to describe the main intrahippocampal connections,
Amaral and Witter have taken exception to this classical
view of the HC. They have shown that Intrahlppocampal
projections, with the exception of the dentate mossy fibres,
do not project primarily within a lamella, but in fact,
innervate targets along a large portion of the septoti!mporal
axis. Consideration of this point is crucial where
comparisons are made between tbe findings yielded in Yi.t..t:Q
versus in ilig, since the slieG preparation is devoid of
those projections. For the present work, thla consideration
is central.
The first synapse of the classical hipPoclIImpal triad,
the perforant path (PP) -dentate gyrus (OG) synapse, where
LTP and NE-LLP were first discovered is the locus for the
'1' ;~ram~~al coli
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Fi gu r e 1 ; Transverse view of the hippocampus. Shading
represents the cell layers and includes illustrations of the
pyramidal cells of Ammon' 8 Horn and the granule cella of the
dentate gyrus .
present study . The perforant path (PP) fibres arise
primarily froID. layer two cells of the EC , the source of
cortical input to the HC. The EC is divided into hteral
(LEC) and med ial (KEC) portions, retlecting the preference
shown ror one part or tbe otber by some cortical inputs .
The EC receives primary s ensory and multilIlodal associatlonal
Information from olfactory bulb and areas tbat receive a
direct projection from olfactory bulb, and from t emporal,
prefrontal , c i ngulat e and insular regions . s i nc e tbe
pre subl.culr1lll t erminates exclusively in the HEC, inputs that
t ravel v i a the presubiculum, s uc h as that from visual c o r t ex
areas 17 and ~8b also terminate e xclusively in tbe HEC.
conversely, the bulk of olfactory input has been sholtln to
t erminate preferentially and directly In the LEC (Swanson
at.al. ,1987).
This medial/lateral informational divergence is also
reflected topographically in the pattern of termination in
the dentate qyrus. The PP fibres oriqinating trom tbe NEC
synapse in the middll!! one third of the granule cell
dendritic molecular layer while those arI sing in the LEe
innervate the outer one third . Furthermore, a functional
dIfference is also ob servable , LTP can be produced in the
dentato gyrus in response to HFT stimUlation of eitheL· the
medial or the lateral PP (Bliss and Lynch, 1988) but , NEP is
produced only in the medial PP . Cells responding to the
lateral PP exhibit HE-induced lonq-lastinq depressions (Dahl
and Sarvey, 1989). This is just one point at "'hich the
phenomena of LTP and HEP diverge.
The EC a180 serves as the ultimate output target of the
HC. output from the LEe reaches the entire extrahippoclIlllpal
cortical mantlfJ including the olfactory , temporal aUditory
and somatosensory cortices . Innervation of these areas from
the MEC is present but sparse . Both parts of the entire EC
"inne rva t e motor and medial prefrontal cortex. There are
also, ncvever , direct projections to cortical regions from
subicular complex and Ammon 's Horn and projections from
AmmonI s Horn that bypass the s ub i c u l a r complex to terminate
in the EC (swanson ee , a1. , 1987). Thus the exceptions to
the trisynaptic circuit theory and the lateral/medial
topographical divergence discussed in relation to
hippocampal input, also apply to hippocampal output.
The s1D:plest of the cortical areas of the h.ippocampal
formation, the dentate gyrus, contains three main layers ;
the molecular (dendrItic) layer, the granule cell layer and
the polymorph layer or hUus and two main populations of
cells; the principle output cells, called the granule cells,
and the local circuit interneurons. It is the bodies of the
granule cells that define the C shape of the dentate. As
mentioned, the granule cells receive input from the
perforant path in a topographical manner where LPP and HPP
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terIlllnate in the outer and middle thirds or the molecular
l<!lyer , respectively. Found in the inner third ot the
molecular layer are the terminations ot hllar Ineerneurene ,
granule cell recurrent collaterall!l and c01lllllissural tlbres
from contralateral interneuronE! . The collective output of
the granule cells, the 1l10SSy fibres. make en passage
exci tatory synaptic contact with hilar interneurone berore
terIllinatlng In the CAl area .
The interneurons of the dentate g'Yrus are scattered
t hroughout the three layers but do concentrate in the hilus.
The four main interneuron types are the GABAergic basket
cells, the glutamatergic mos sy cell s, the somatol:>tatin
i1lllllunoreac:tive (-IR) aapiny cell" which are also 90%
GABAerglc and the calretinin-IR spiny cells, for which the
neurotransmitter remains unidentified.
The basket cellli 6.r8 found in the molecular layer but
are more dense in the h ilus and especially the subqranular
zone of the granule cel l layer (Ribak and Seress, 1983) .
Basket cells receive excitatory' PP input d irectly in the
molecular layer and respond to this input at a lower
threshold than do the granule cells (Scharfman, 1991). Thus
PP excitation can inhibit gran\llie cells through a
feedtorward circuit before dlrEtctly exciting them . BaSkdt
cells also receive recurrent excitatory input from the
granule cell mossy fibre collaterals thus placing the
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granule c e l t- und er feedb ac k inh i b i tory <.:ont r ol as veIl
(Sch arban, 199 1).
The 1I0esy cells of the hilus are qluhlDatergic and.
t heref ore e xcitatory (Sc harfman, 1991). These interneu!'~"!J
receive direct PP i npu t at 1Il01ecula r l a yer dendrites a nd
also r e spond t o this input at a l ower thr eshold than d o the
granu l e cella (Sc harf man, 1991) . S i nce t hese interneurons
ar e ex citatory and send ax ons back i nto t he gra nUle cell
de nd ri t ic layl!r , feedfo n.'a r d e xc i tation is s ugg e s t ed . The
ev i d e nc e suggests, howe ver, t ha t t he moss y cells probably
ac t through other i nterneurons since t he i r activity is
associated with qranule ce ll inhibition (Misgeld et aI. ,
1992 ). Mos sy c e lls also receive mos sy fi br e excitatory
input and therefore IDa y mediate feedback effect s.
The eOlllato s t a tin- I R a spi ny cells , located i n the hilus ,
ha ve d endrit es i n the JIIOlecul ar l ay e r a nd receive direct p p
ex c i t a t ory in pu t as well as mos9Y f ibre i nput (Leranth ,
1990 ) . Given that 90' a re GABAerq i c , these c e lls pr obabl y
i nhib it the g r anule cells through f e ed forvard a nd feedback
mechanisllIs.
The calretinin-IR s p iny cells d o no t project dendrites
Into the lIolecular l ayer a nd t herefore probably do not
r eceive direct PP i nput . These cells do r e ceive excitatory
lIlossy fibre activation a nd termInate on the granule cell
dendrites a nd there fore are placed to mediat e feedback
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effects o n l y. No tran.a itter h as b e en id enti!1ed , and i t
has yet to be sh own whe t her this c i r cu i t b i nh i b i t ory or
excitatory (Miett inen , 1992) .
It is noteworthy t hat wh i le basket cell i nne rvation b
concentrated near the parent cell , innerva tion of granule
cells at d i sta nc e s along the s e pt ot empor el axle also exieta .
Mossy cells make no cont act near the pa rent c ell and in ta ct
make contact onl y at d istanc e s s everal millimetres f r om t he
pa rent c e l l (Amaral a nd Witter, 1989 ). These are exa mp l es
o f the e l eme nt a o f de ntate circuit ry t hat are mis sing from
t he .in ill1".Q prepa ra t ion and whi ch d emand consideration in
c omparisons made betwe e n findings y i elded from .in :d.txsI:
vers us in~ pr ep ara t i ons .
In BUJII" bu ilt I nt o the d entat e local ci rcuit ry i s the
aeene to requlate granule cell exc itab i lity throug h tonic
i nh i bit i o n (through s p ontaneous activation) a nd f eed forward
a nd f eedback inhibitio n and excit ation. In flue nCRII o n these
local c ircuit neu r ons ha ve been prop os ed ae the mechan i • • by
which so me putative neurol\Od.ulators l114y modify hi ppoc a mpal
cellular e xc itability a nd respons ivity (Custafsson lind
Wiqstrolll. , 1988) . In tac t , i t h as already been demonstrated
that disinhibitIon can produce a potentiation in the d entate
gyrus at rat, in t he slice , which is l ong-lasting (Burgard
and Sarvey, 1991).
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Unlike the cognitive cortical input, which funnels into
the He by way of the EC, brainstem and forebrain inputs,
such as the noradrenerqic locus coeruleus (LC) , terminate
directly and dittuseiy throughout the HC. It was due to
this diffuse pattern ot innervation that NE was first
consIdered. a modulator. purportedly involved in some
generalized function.
The main source of NE in the CNS is the nucleus locus
coeruleus. Forming a distinct cluster of neurons in the
dorsal ponti...e brain stem at the ventrolateral edge of the
fourth vent r i c l e , the LC also contains peptides, such as
neuratensin and vasopressin and neurotransmitter-related
enzymes, such as dopamine-8:-hydroxylase and tyrosine
hydroxylase (SuUn and Jacobowitz, 1991). The LC is in a
fibre rich area where axons of neiqhbourinq modUlatory
neuron clusters course nearby (Foote et 0111., 1991) . This
fact was an important consideration in selecting the
methodology of the present stUdy.
The LC is thought to receive itls strongest affarent
innervation trom two other bralnstem nuclei, the nucleus
paraqigantaceUularis, (PGl) and the nucleus preposltus
hypoqloss! (PrH) (Aston-Jones et al., 1991a). The PGi
provides a powerful, most probably qlutamaterqic, input to
the LC and it is the OOi that activates the LC In response
to some kinds of sensory stimUlation, such as tailor
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footpinch (Aston-JoneB et a1., 1991111). The PGi is also
active in cardiovascular and respiratory functions and
receives input from areae involved in autonomic action.
which prompted the proposal that the LC may be the cognitive
cOlllpl€llllent to s ympa thet i c functioning (Aston-Jones et a1.,
19 91b) . In contrast to the OOi, the PrH provides GABAergic
inhibitory input to tc (Aston-Jones €It 1111. , 1991b). In cat
and primate this nucleus has been implicated in the control
of eye movements, a role that h a s obvIous i mportance to an
attentiona1 system, (Aston-Jones €It a1., 1991a, 1991b) . Th e
diffuse output from I.e reaches sensory processing areas of
the cortex, tectum, cerebellum and the dorsal horn of the
spInal cord. There is , however, little LC innervation of
t he brainstem. Noncoerulean nuclei provide HE to brainstem
and motor nuclei (Grzanna and Fritschy, 1991) .
Within the dentate gyrus , HE innervation is densest in
the hilus where HE terminals may form axoscmatic synapses
(swanson et a1 ., 1981) which suggests termination on
interneurons. By teninating on interneurona, HE would be
positioned to achieve modulatory effects through influences
on the local feedback and feedforward circuitry.
Norepinephrine tet"lllinals have also been reported in close
apposJ.tion to dendrites in the mol ecular layer (Swan son et
al . , 1981) ",here HE can mediatp. direct effects on granulo
c e l l s .
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eu r iou.ty, t be adrenerqic r e c ep tor distribution
pat tern , in t en_ of dens ity, bears little res e mbl a nc e t o
the pattern of HE innervation {c rutcbe r and Davia , 1980,
Booze e t a l . , 19U} . While a-r ecep t ore .ore closely
corr e l a t e wi th HE t ar-inaI s ites, i n the He a cre of the HE
e f t ect. studied to da t e s eem to be med i a t ed by B-recept ors
(s eqal et a I. , 19 91). The a -receptor, U ke HE, is most
abundant In the hilue and lDolecu l er l ayer. The S··rec ept ors ,
J,oweve r , a re not Illos t abu nda nt i n t he h ilus, but are f ound
in the molecu l ar layer. B-rec optor numbe rs are r ep ort ed ly
equa l in the dentate a nd Alblllon1s Horn, however the aI -
rece ptor s are t wi ce a s numerous i n de ntate as in CAl
(Crutcher and Dav ia , 1980). It i s note 'Worthy tha t t he r C- NE
ays te1ll is under autorequla tory co n t r ol via t h e ac tion of
presynaptic Ga-re ceptore, 'Which exist o n HE t e r1llin ala.
Ant ag onis m ot the se receptors increases HE release 'Wh ile
activation decreas es NE r e l ease.
since the 8-receptor mediates most ot the HE effects
atud ied to date , i t J. iJapo r tant to co nsider h OW' the 8-
r eceptor operatell. Th e 8-receptor is n ot associat ed. 'With a n
ion channel but with a GTP-bindinq (G-) pr otein 'Which
activates an intr acellular s e cond me s s enger sys tem. When HE
attaches to the t ransmitter recognit ion s ite on the &-
receptor, the G-protein i s activated, i n turn activati ng
adenylate cy clase . Adenylate cycla s e converts ATP to cAMP.
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It is cAHP that accumulates intracellularly and acts as the
second messenger that achieves HE effects. Second
messongera in general, including cAMP in HE effect. , can
initiate phosphorylation of membrane-bound receptor proteins
and ion channel proteins (Sarvey et a1., 1989 , Abrams and
Kandel , 1988). By altering membrane associated receptors
and channels, second messengers such as cAMP produce changes
in cellular excitability and respClnaivity that underlie the
actions of neuromodulators such a s NE.
When is NE released? LC neurons lire active during
arousal, as defined behaviourally or by the presence of the
",aking EEG pattern. LC neurons are spontaneously active ,
(Williams et 41., 1991) and this basal firing is altered by
input, for example frOID the PGi and PrH. Increases
(excitation) and decreases (inhibition) in LC activity
correlate with behavioural state and environmental events
(Aston-Jones at aI., 1991a). Thus, activity of LC cells
varies over the sleep-waking cycle, showing a continuum of
increasing excitability corresponding to a continuum of
increasing behavioural alertness or attentiveness (Aston-
Jonea et aI., 1991b). The LC cells are active during
wakinq, quiet during slow wave sleep and silent during
paradoxical sleep. The continuum of LC activity is even
seen within the ",aking state, increasing by degree with
increasing attention to the environment. During the waking
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stat., automatic behaviours, s uc h as grooming, are
associated with a low level of activity in the r.c. A
stimulus that interrupts automatic behaviour and induces an
orienting, or attending, response is associated with the
greatest ar:tivation of the rc . The kinds of stimuli that
best activllte the Le are unexpected or are novel or are
meaningful, in that thl)y hold some environmental
significance. (e .g. a stimulus that predicts reward), and
"typically cause both a sympathetic and behavioural
orienting r esponse- (Aston-Jones et aI. , 1991a). Thus. the
greatest release of HE denotes the presence, in the
environment, of important, novel or unexpected etimuli. HE
release indexes br~avioural state.
Studies correlating LC firing and behavioural state
have rElcently gained experimental support . Administration
of the LC-activatinq cholinergic agonist, bethanechol, to
rats under surgical levels of halothane anaestf '..sfe produced
activation of a majority of LC neurons and the appearance of
8 waking pattern in the hippocampal and frontal cortex EEG
record . When bethanechol failed to induce LC activation no
waking EEG appeared . It was concluded that LC activation
was crucial in mediating cortical activation, however it was
also speCUlated that I.e-HE is sufficient but may not be
necessary for such activation (Foote et al., 1991) .
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The correlational and experimental link between I.e
tiring and behavioural state supports the early contention ,
based on little more than 'diffuse anatomy ', t hat the I.e-HE
system 111 involved in the global function of mediating
attention or arousal. It f ollows that the LC-HE system
should also influe nce target functions that depend on
arousal and attention to the environment. particubrly those
functions that depend on attention to nov e l or meaningful
enviroJUll ental events . The i mpo r t anc e of s uch a fn nction to
the HC, a target structure involved in learning and memory ,
is obvious . The tc r esponds intens ely to new a nd meaningful
stimUli, Which may because of their meaning and nov elty , be
worthy of r emembrance. Perhaps the I.e-HE systom functions
to prepare the He for t his important input, po s sibly prbling
or even mediating the mechanisms that underlie learning and
memory. The evidence to date suggests induction of NEP may
be the llIeans by which the I.e-HE system promotes learning and
memory in the HC.
I n their 1991 review, Sara and segal present evidence
supporting a role for the I.e-NE attentional enhancement in
enhanced hippocampal functio n . They proposed that the
learning situation is optimal for LC activation because, in
a learning situation, environmental stimuli are nove l and
the significance (or meanIngfulness) of stimuli are
changinq. As stated , I.e neurons a r e most active When
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stimuli are new or meaningful or when a shift in attention
is required. Accordingly, it has been sholffl in one
experi.ent thst in awake, chronic LC-recorded rats, in
learning' situations where a reward was first attached to a
low tone and then reverseet and associated with a high tone,
the greatest LC activation was correlated with the shifts in
CS-reward pairing. That is, LC activation was seen at the
point where the low tone and reward were first paired and
Again when the reward was first unexpectedly withheld. The
LC was activated again, immediately and vigorously, when the
r9versal occurred and the hJgh tone was now paired with
reward . This reversal task illustrates the elements of
novelty and shifts in attention that activate the rc. Also,
this experimer.t illustrates how the LC responds to the
meaningfulness at a stimulus. The significance of the
stimUlUS, and thus the propensity for th.e LC to fire,
increased at the points where the relationship between the
stimulus and food rewaret shifted, where something could be
learned. A number of other investigations (reviewed in Sara
anet segal, 1991) have shown that the LC activation that
occurs In the learning situation is also important for the
learning. Volriou8 pharmacological manipulations demonstrate
that increasinq tc tiring facilitates learning in tasks that
require shifts in attention, a response to novelty or
successive discrimination reversals . These effects all
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appear to depend on the po s t syna p t ic 8-adrenerqic receptor.
In f ac t, t he fac U i t a t i nq effect is .bicted by A-agonist.
and b prevented by a - blockade . I ns ofar a. the HC b
invo l ve d i n these kinds of l earni nq task. , this e vidflnce
s ugge sts tha t the LC-NE s ystell i s iIIlportant in promoting
l e a r ning an d . emory i n t he HC. Study of the ce llular
e ffec t s of HE, to whi ch the d i s c ussion will now turn , a l so
su pports this pro posal.
In a seri es o f ea r ly e xperiments in which the e ffect ot
ap p lied or synapt i cally r eleas ed HE on sing l e CAl c ell
t i ring was eva l uated HE behaved IJke a n i nhibitory
neurotrans mitter, (Sega l and Bloom, 19 74 " , 1974b, 1976).
However , ot he r r e search ha s shown that NE e xc i t e s the
inhi b i t ory interneur on a (Rose a nd Panq, 1989 ) the reby
pre s u.ably increasing the inhIbitory t one o f the de ntate .
These e f fects can .not; be easily r e c onc ile d wi t h the putative
role of HE i n promot i ng a rousal, a ttention and learn i ng .
CUr rent c ontrove rsy s urrounding the differe ntiation bet ween
the phys iol ogical _iqnatures of the vari ous i nterneurons
questions interneuron e xcit a t i on f inding_ but also prec ludes
a n accurate r e port ot HE effects o n interneurons at this
til:le, furt!ler research is needed . Hore recent
investigations have als'; r e ve aled that the effects ot HE on
granule cella are more c ompl e x than simple i nhibition. It
has be en s hown t hat in granule c ells , the effect o f HE
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depende upon the receptor a c tiva t ed . At lov level., NE
excite. qranul e cell. via the &-receptor, a result .t-icked
by 8 -aljlonbt. whU. a t hiqher levd. , NE, at the (II-receptor
mediates inh ibition, a. do Ql-aqoniat. (Rose and Panq, 1989,
Lacaille and SchvartzJcroln, 1988). It is probable that , at
the level. ot ME administered in Dost experiments, the (11-
receptor i nh i b i t o ry effect mas ks the lov dose 8-lllediated
ex c i t a t o ry efCect. He nce t h e early c onclusion that HE acts
8S an inhibitory ne urot ransm i t te r . I t ha s be en sU9qested
thouqh , that t he a -mediated e xc i t a t i on , a t least i n CAl
pyramida l cells, is probably t he predomInant effect s ee n
vith e ndogenous release (Mueller et 81., 1982 ) . At the ve ry
least i t can be concluded that the net effect ot HE on
epceeenecae cellular act i v ity in t he dentate may depend upon
the balance of (1 - and 8-receptor activation (Stanton et al . ,
198 9) •
The net ettect e e NE on stimulus-evoked ne uronal
act ivity also d epends on the balance of (1 - a nd &- r e c ept o r
activation and h a s been c ha r ac t e r ized as an increase in
siqn41 to noise ratio (Foote at al. , 1991, Mc Cormi c k et al .,
1991 , Har l ey, 1987) . This relative increase appears to
occur a. 4 result of little or n o suppre ssion of t he
response signal 4qaln s t more suppres sion ot the s p ontaneous
baCkground ac tivit y o r as a result o f enhancement o t t he
signal a gains t l e es o r no enhancement o f the background.
"
The net eftect ot thb co mplex, .odulatory action i. to
incr€la8€1 th€l phy.iolO<jical strength of the response (Foote
€It a l., 1991) . Foo te et aI. , (1975 ) were the f'irat to
r eport t his lIodu l a tory effect of HE. These r esearchers
fo un d t hat respons •.l!I ot squirrel .onkey auditory corte x
neurons to species-specific calls were inhibited by NE but
less 80 than spontan eous background activity, y ieldinq an
i nc r ease i n s ignal to no ise r atio . A similar effect has
bee n ob served in neurons of r at somatos en sory cortex which
r es pond to e l ec t r i c a l stimulation of tho hindlimb with
i n i t i a l activatio n then an extended pau se . Bethanechol
activation of the Le, whe n pa ired with hi ndlimb stimUlation,
re sulted in a suppross i on of the s po nt a neous activity an d ,
to a lesser degree, of the activati on a nd the pause . The
ne t e ffect vas an incr e a s e i n the du r ation and overall
lIag n i t ude of the activation ag a inst a su ppr essed ba ckgrOUnd
(Foo t e et al ., 1991) . It has alllo be en observed t ha t HE
enhances the inhibitory and excitatory r esponses of
cerebellar cells elicited by GADA and glutamate ,
respectively. This a -cAMP mediated e ffect veIl i llus t r a t e s
the modulatory nature of NE as d i stinct trom straightforward
inhibition or ex citation (Woodward €It aI., 1991) . The
impact of HE lIIodulation has al so be en illustrated by
oriontation de tectors ot the vis ual cortex. Atter HE,
orientation detectors b ec ome e c re a c t i va t ed by optimal
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stimuli, those closest to proper orientation. and less
activated by stimuli that are lesa than optimal (KlIsllmatsu
and Heqqelund, 1982) . This narrowing of the response
reflecta the strengthening of the focus on that stimUlUs, an
effect useful to an attentional system. The evidence shows
that the consequence of HE release in concert with sensory
activation is to ensure the meaningful or nove l stimulus-
induced sensory s i gnal more ph ysiological impact . These
findings s upport the contention that HE functions in drawing
the a n i mal ' s a ttention to meaningful or novel stimUli.
Anatomically and physiologically , in its correlation
with behaviour and i n its effects on responses in target
cells, the LC-HE system does s ee m to Gubs erve e generalized
arousing , activating function (Foote et al ., 1991) . What
follows is an ana l ysis of the physiological effects of NE
release on tho response of a particular population of cells,
the granule cells of the dentate gyrus. It is well
documented that HE, like high frequency electrical
stimulation, produces a potentiation of dentate granule cell
POPulation responses. The discussion will now turn to the
physiology of the dentate gyrus evoked population response,
the potentiation of this response, i n the form of LTP and
HEP, and how potentiation is measured and what it reflects.
When the medial pertorant path is stimulated by single
pulses the granule cells of the dentate respond with an
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evoked population potential . This potential encompasses a
number or aeasurable components which are used in the
assessment or synaptic t ransmission and cellular
excitability and of LTP or NEP. The three aain component.
are the population excitatory post synaptic potential
(pEPSP) , the population spike (popspike) and the popspike
onset latency (latency) . The pEPSP " is a measure of the
c urrent which flows into the cells (the s i nk ) in the
synaptic reqion of the mo l e cu la r layer and out of the cells
{the source] In the cell body layer" (Blis s and Gardner-
Med",in, 1973. p . 373) . Thu s du ring initial s ynaptic
activation a positive going wave i s rec orded in the cel l
body layer . During cell fi ring. the sink and source reverse
and so the recorded wave reverses. Thus, when recorded in
the cell layer, the popspike appears as a neg ative
deflection superimposed on the pEPSP. The popspike
amplitude retlec~B the numbe r and s ynchrony of cells tiring
and therefore r.eflects the strength o f synaptic transmiss ion
and the excitability of the pop Ulation of cells sampled.
The latency reflects the rapidity with which the cells are
brought to threshold and thus c a n also reflect synaptic
strength and the excitability or the receiving popUlat ion
(Blis8 and Lema, 1973).
When synaptic efficiency is increased, such as might be
expected when the input is new or meaning-ful a nd requires
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remembrance, it i. predicted that incom1ng current becomes
larger and 011 a result it is also expected that more cells
tire and perhaps do 80 acre quickly and in greater untecn ,
ThUs, increases in synaptic etticacy and cellular
excitability are retlected in increases in pEPSP and
popspike amplitude and decreases in the latency. These are
exactly the kinds at chang-es seen in LTP and NEP. Following-
HFT or LC stimulation the slope of the pEPSP and/or the
amplitude of the popspike i ncreas e dramatically, and in LTP
the latency decreases. The pop spike increase is often
greater than the change that can be accounted for by the
pEPSP increase and in fact it can increase without an y
comparable change in the pEPSP. The fact that the pEPSP and
popspike are dltferentiable and can be potentia-ced
independently b.plicates independent mechanisms and suggests
that perhaps both pre- and post-synaptic mechanisms are
involved in LTP and NEP (Bliss and Loma, 1973). Though
simplified, what is currently known of the mechanisms of LTP
and KEP will now be presented in brief.
Subsequent to the discovery of LTP. researchers sought
a mechanis_ of LTP induction that acted essentially as a
detector af coincidental pre- and postsynaptic acti.vation in
accordance with this "e s sentially Hebbian" induction rule :
irA El'ynapse will sustain an increment of potentiation if, and
only if. it 18 active at a time when the region ot dendrite
2.
on whIch it h located i • • trongly depolarized" (BU•• and
Lynch, 1988, p.12). It h now known that the key to thb
teature, the detector, is the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
receptor . The NKDA receptor is a unique member at the
excf tatory amino acid receptor group since I t requires the
satisfaction of two conditions before the channel opens.
First, ';ll u t ama t e must bind the neurotransmitter rec09'nition
site and, unlike non-NMDA excitatory amino acid r eceptor
subtypes , the post-synaptic membrane , on which the receptor
is located, must be depolarized . Dp.polarization relieves a
Mg2+ block that exists in the channel at resting membrane
potential. Hence, the NMOA receptor requires coincidental
pre- and postsynaptic activation betore the channel can
open . Due to the sustained activation achieved at the
synapse in response to the LTP-inducing 8FT stimulation.
this coincidence can occur. Furthermore, because of this
unique property, channels open only where this coincidence
occurs and thus LTP is selective to the activated synapses.
Allot-ober important feature at the NMDA receptor is that in
addition to sodium Dnd potassium, it permits significant
ca 2+ entry. Research",rs have sho'om that the NMDA-mediated
accumulation of intracellular free Ca2+ J.B necessary for LTP
induction and that in fact is ene "critical triqqer t'or
LTP", (Nicoll et a1., 1988).
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When t.TP 18 triggered the pEPSP and/or popspike can
increase and the latency can eeeeeeee , However, not all
three para.etera vill, necessarUy, exhibit potentiation in
any on. expert••nt (811s. and LoIDO, 1973). Furthenore, it
ecre than one at these indicators i_ present, the ma g ni t Ude
of changes in each are not necessarily comparable..
According to 8US8 and Lomo (1973), in their pioneering
study in the rabbit , the latency decrease was the most
reliable indicator of LTP. It is the current opinIon at
many, however, that the pEPSP Inceease as a rstiection of
synaptic events, is the truest indIcator of LTP (Gutaffson
and Wigetrom, 1988). With the HFT stimulation parameters in
current use, chanqes usually occur in all three parameters .
Theae properties of LTP h..Jld true for the in ill.x:Q (sarvey
.t al ., 1989) and J.n Um (ErrInqton et a!., 1987) rat
dentate. It ia alao characteristic in~ that the
potentiation peaka and aSYJlptotes within the first 30
Ilinutes and invariably, t...'louqh over ho urs, days and even
weeka, decays .The pattsrn &00 intensity Clf tetanic
still.ulation used in an experiment, will, to a great degree,
detenine the Ilagnitude of the potentiation.
various phllt'1llllcological methods have shown
unequivocally that blockade of the MHDA complex, either by
receptor antagonists such as APV or CPP, or by channel
blockers such as MIt-80l, pcp and Jl:etalline, prevents
2.
tetanically-induced LTP in dentate and CAl , both in ill1:2
and in~, (Collinqridqe and Bli.s, 1987). rntereatin9ly,
Harris and. Cohan (1986) ha ve reported that APV do es not
prevent the induction of idossy fibre-LTP in area CA3, a NHDA
receptor poor reqion .
NMDA blockade studies have also revealed that the
processes underlying induction and mainte nance are
differentiable. Once LTP ha s been i nduced the involvement
of the NHDA receptor c ea s e s . If the NMDA r eceptor i s
blocked after induction LTP expression is not reversed , The
processes turned on by NMDA-mediated ca2+ influx a r e the
same prcceeeee responsible for the expression and
maintenance of LTP (Collingridqe and Bliss, 19B7, Muller et
al., 1988). It is beyond the scope of this stUdy to
evaluate the many putative mechanisms of LTP maintenance,
e xcept to say that various pre- a r.d postsynaptic mechanisms
have been implicated and that an as yot unidentitied
retrograde messenger may coordinate theSQ transsynaptic
mechanisms.
Norepinephrine induces an LTP-like potentiation of the
dentate pEPSP slope and/o r popspike amplitUde , that , unUke
IJrP, requires no concurrent HFT s t imu l a t i on . Early on it
was shown that electrical s t i mu l a t i on of LC could induce a
potentiation of the popspike amplitude recorded in the somal
layer of the dentate qyrus in the anae"thetlzed rat (Assaf
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et aL, 1979 , Harley et al. , 198 2). Although the Ha r ley et
al. (1982) report i ndicated. that the pot entiatIon c ould be
lOIl9-la.tinq, wi thout p~oper pha rJIllcol09Ical inve stigation
the respo n.ibil1ty t o r the e ttect. c ould not be
unequivocally a s s i gned to NE. I n t act it h aa sinc e be e n
s hown that elec trica l I.e stimulation can prod uc e a
po t ent iation ditte re nt t rom NEP , proba b l y be caus e ot
ex t r ac oe ru lear st imulation (Har ley e t al . , 19 89 , but see
Was hb urn and Hois es , 1989 ) . Ne uman a nd Har ley's 19 83 s tudy
was the tirst t o illustrate that NE co uld l nduce a
po tent iat i on ot the evo ked popUlation po tent ia l that
mimicked LTP, lr~ t ha t it co uld b e l on g-la sting, (> :'t 'l
.inute" ) • In t h e den t ate qy rus ot t h e a naesthetized r at ,
HE, l o ntophore sed tor 1-8 minu tli!s, produced a potentiation
ot the pop _pika a mplitude r ecorded at 41 of 54 sit e s in the
cell body layer. At 16 at 41 s i tes t he p otentiation was
l ongo- l a s ting . Thta phenomenon wa s t e rmed NE-LLP , to
differentiate i t tro. 8FT-induced LTP. NE- LLP developed
gradually v i th a delay at 30 s econds t o 8 mi nutes . Like
LTP, HE-LLP peaked and then plateaued (to. mean of 130- 140'
at control) , vithin the first 3 0 minutes and i nva riabl y
showed de cay (Neuman and Harley, 1983) •
. Based on earlie r , preliminary work (Harley a nd NSUlllan,
1980) , NeWllan a nd Harley (19B3) t entatively s ugge s t e d that
the B-receptor, a nd not the a-receptor, likely med i at e d NEP,
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LacaiUe an d Harley (1915) were ab le to contin thb
speculation and extend previous finding. by de lllonstrating
NEP in the dentate o f ths in ill1:g diee . A 10 .inute bath
application of the threshold level o f NE (10~") on the aUce
produc ed potentiation of the pop spike allpl1tude (131\ of
control) i n 74 \ at the sUces teilted . an increase co mpa r ab l e
t o that found with i on topho r e d ll in~ (130-140\. NeWlan
and Harley , 1983) . In 24\ of s lices potentiation ....as 10ng-
lastir:t; (>30 minutes ) as co mpared to 40\ in rl2..g (NeuMan an d
Harley, 19 83) . I n 53\ of the s lic es, a pEPSP increase was
rClported (117\ of co ntrol ) and in 74 ' at slices a latency
decrease was s een (94' of control ), effect. not reported .1.n
llY2 (NeWllan and Harley , 1983). In 2/38 and 3/ 38 slices,
the pEPSP a nd latency effects ....ere long-lasting. The pEPSP,
latericy and popspike cha~es were all .i.icked by a-agonist.
a nd blocked by 8-antagonists , but not by Q-agonists and
antagonists. In tac t the incr ease s wer e more reliably
produced by the a-agonist Isoproterenol than by HE. These
Investiqatlons show that NE, In the de ntate qyrus . can
Induce a potentiation of the popspike elone o r t og et he r with
the pEPSP which can be long-lasting , likR LTP. Lacaille and
Harley also I nd i c a t ed that both the sh ort- and 10ng-last1:lg
HEP appear t o dll!pend on t he 8- adrene r g i c receptur, dnce no
potentiation, short- or long-lasting, was Induced i n t he
presence of 6-receptor bl oc kers .
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stanton and Sarvey (19 85b), using the in :Y.J.n:Q
preparation, as d id Lacdlle and Ha rley, wer e a ble t o
produce a mare reliable MEP. Using 30 minute supertus i on ot
50~" ME, popspike potentiation (16'\ of c ontrol ) was induced
in all 8 sl I c e s t ested . Moreove r , i n al l 8 c a s e s , HEP was
l o nq - l a s t i nq , compare d with just 24' at c alles with lO pH, 10
minute exp osure (taca1l1e and Harley, 19 8 5) . The mag n i tude
of potentiat ion durinq drug exposure wa s alao larqer wi t h
50pK, 30 minu t e (165\ of c o nt r o l ) t han with a 10#H, 10
minute superfusion ( 130- 140 t ) . Thus the like lihood of
inducinq a long-lasting popspike potentiation increases with
prolonqed HE l"xpo sure to a higher co ncen t ra t I o n of HE a nd
may depend on t he i nitia l magnitude o f the potentiation .
While Stanton an d s arvey ma ke no ment i on of the pEPSP or
li!ten cy i n thi s s tudy , in a later exper i ment it was r e por t e d
that 30 . i nut e 50~H NE perfusion prod uc ed l ong-lasti nq NEP
of the pop spike and the dendriti cally recorded pEPSP
(stanton and Sarvey, 1987 ) .
Returning to the in Y.b!.g preparat i on , Ha r l ey and Milwa y
(1986) established an other me thod for i nd uc i ng long - lasting
dentate MEP. Us ing pre s sure-ejecti on of 100-150 nL of 0. 5H
I-glutamate int o t he rc, i n anaesthetized rats , an attempt
was made t o determine whethe r l ong-l as t i n g NEP cou ld resul t
f r om en dogenously-released, phy siological levels of NE.
This lIlethod of LC stimulation ....as c hos e n over electrical
'2
since glutamate se19ctively stimulates cell bodieo and
spares tlbres of passage (GOodchild et aI., 1982). The
results showed that glutamate , within 300,1111 of the Le,
produced an activation of the LC which invariably resulted
in potentiation or the popspike. Enhancement 1141' of
control) occurred with a mean delay or 1.1 minutes and
lasted 8.4 minutes on average. In 37t of the trials, the
potentiatiol1 was lonqwlasting (>20 minutes). In 13/20
anbals the pEPSP increased (127\ control) in conjunction
with the popspike, at a mean delay of 0 .8 minutes and
lasting an average of 3.2 minutes. In the majority of
anbals, no change in popspike onset latency was t"eported.
The percent enhancement , the proportion of effects
maintained for the long term and the inconstancy of PEPSP
effects, are comparable with results obtained from
experiments utilizing local NE methods. Also consistent
with earlier reports was the finding that the LC-induced
enhancement of the popspike depl!nded on the B-receptor.
Glutamate ejection in the LC at 20, 40 and 60 lIinutes after
30 mg/kg Lp. propranolol injections, either produced
greatly attenuated popspike potentiation or none at all .
Interestingly, pEPSP changes ....ere not blocked by propranolol
but were shortenecl from 4.2 to 2 minutes ii \ duration . since
the propranolol injection alone lengthened the popspike
onset latency. it ....as possible that NEP attenuatiO:1 or
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blockade va. secondary to a peripheral effect. A8 a. result
LC-NEP va. tested against intradentata 8-receptor blocker•.
Harley and Evans (U88) utilized pressure ejection of
8-blockers fro. pipettes located within the dentate, to test
the role of 8-receptors i n LC-induced NEP. Prior to tholol
or propranolol , popepike enhancement (115-200' of control)
was evident in 14 /14 experiments at a mean delay of 1 .5
minutes. In 10/14 experiment s a c oncurrent potentiation of
the pEPSP slope ( 105-115' control ) wa s r eported . In half of
tho ca s es , NEP was long-lasting. Intradentate ej ection of
s uffi cient timolol or propranolol prevented I.e-induced
e ffects, both s hort- and long-lasting, on pEPSP and
popsplke. In agreement with the prior LC stimulation study,
(Harley and Hilway, 1986), but in contradiction to the slice
f i nd i ngs (Lacaille and Harley , 1985) I . no effect on popsp:i.ke
onset latency was reported . The lack of 1ate.ncy effects
also contrasts \I!th LTP, in which l a t e ncy de creases occur
virtually invariably. The magnitudes of po t entiation
effects and latencies to their oc currences and proportions
of long-term effects are , however , c omparab l e t o previous
reports , .bot h in~ and in~.
Harley and Evans (1988) also r eported that, as with the
NMDA receptor in LTP, blockade of the 8-receptor, after the
induction of KEP, did 'not; attenuate or reverse HE:"'· Thus ,
like the NMDA receptor in LTP, the 8-receptor is essential
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to the induction of HEP but is not needed for the
maintenance or expression of it. Thi. 1. consi.tent with
the .1D~ experillents where it haa been repeatedly shown
tha t HEP outlasts NE washout. NEP, once induced by &-
receptor activation, persists in the absence of further
activation.
Just as ongoing 8-receptor activation i. not needed for
NEP expression and maintenance, II recent experill'~nt shows
that lasting I.e cellular activation is also not necessary to
sustain NEP, for the short or long term (Harley and Sara,
1992). Since glutamate-pressure ejection proved reliable in
selective Le activation and a-dependent NEP induction.
Harley and Sara investigated the effect ot glutamate
ejection on LC unit activity. Cellular activity was
recorded from the same location am glutamate ejection,
within the Le. For LC activaHon, pressure-ejection of SO-
100nL of O.SH glutamate was used In some experiments While
in the remainder, 100nL 1l1crosyringe injections were Ilade
through implanted cannulae. Dentate evoked responses were
also recorded from the anaesthetized rats. Glutamate
ejection into the rc produced an immediate and dramatic
increase in I.e cellular activity. lIarley and Sar.a reported
that the effect was llIost easily observed as an audible
'rush' on the audio-llIonitor. Thls rush of unit activity was
very brier, lasting no lonqer than 250-400 .,8. The burst
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wall followed. by an equally abrupt and dramatic a i l en ce , a
pause in activity that lasted on average 4 .6 lIins before
returning to baseline . with all 34 glutamate ejections,
popspike potentiation was observed at a llIean latency of 34
seC8 post-injection. The maxi mal potentiation seen was 158\
ot control. The mean duration of potentiation was 4.4 mins,
although long-lasting HEP was also seen. HE-UP occurred
more often \iith cannulae than with pipette-ejected
glutamate . Potentiation of the pEPSP was evident in 22/34
experiments at a late ncy of 15 sees . Popspike onset latency
was typically unaffected , although an i ncrease was r eported
in 5/34 c a s e s . With the excep t io n of l atency increases,
these results are consistent with previous r epo rts .
Although the duration of the pOflt-gluta mate pause in LC
activity (4 .6 JIlins) and the eeen duraUon of popspike
potentiation (4 .4 mina) were quite comparable, there was i n
tact no relationship between them in individual animals thus.
r e f ut i ng any suggestion that LC inactivation induces NEP.
Furthermore, injections of the Q2-agonist, clonidine, which
dlences the LC tor 3- 5 minutes, produced no NEP (Harley and
Sara, 1992).
Harley and Sara c onclUded that REP induction depends
upon brief, intense activation of ic neurons and that a
critical number at LC neurons ec ee be recruited. This i dea
was supported by the observation that when NEP was induced,
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there was always an audible rush ot LC units upon delivery
of gluta1llate and vhen there vas no rush, there vas no NEP.
A glutamate.. induced activation without concomitant NEP
occurred vhen .maller amounts ot glutamate vere ejected .
Larger voluml"l8 productld larger unit responses, more reliable
NEP and lIlore trequent NE-LLP . This valli revealed when
ejection ot small qlntamate volumes induced no NEP in a
given location, but an increase in vetuse resulted in NEP in
that same location. Also, the cannula method, which
resulted in larger local volumes than pre ssure-ejection,
produced larger and longer-lasting NEP. Based on these
observations it vas suggested that the likelihood ot
inducing larqer And therefore 10nger"laBting eftects deperrde
on the number at LC units recruited . This is reminiscent
of earlier in tim findings showing that 10 Ilinutes ot l0l-lJlI
NE supertusion produced HE-LLP 24\ ot the th\e (Lacaille and
Harley, 1985) but 30 minute 50l-lm NE exposure produced a
larger KEP that vas long"lasting 100\ ot the time (Stanton
and Sarvey, 1985b) . Since longer lengths ot exposure to
higher concentrations ot NE in Y.1..t.I.2 (Stanton and Sarvey,
1985b, LacAllle and Harley, 1985), and IS larger number ot
activated LC units in ~, all precHct larger and longer-
lasting NEP, and since NEP is B-dependent, it may be
concluded that the lIlaqnitude and duration ot NEP is,
ultimately, determlnecl by the deqree, duration or number ot
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&-recepton activated. Thie h a180 .upported by the
subtractive ettect of propranolol. In a dose-dependent
fashion, propranolol, by decreaeinq the nu.ber of
participating a-receptors , decrea••• the .agnitude and
duration of HlP. Largo enough doses block NEP altoqether.
The evidence seells to sho" that a-receptor activation
is responsible for the i nduction only of KEP, be it short-
or long-lasting. Given that the duration of the glutamate-
induced tc cellular burst persisted just 250- 400 ms, "hile
popsp1)ce enhancoment was 4.4 minutes in duration, ongoing LC
activity, just U ke ongoing a-rec eptor activity, is
obviously not r e sponsible for NEP e xp ress i on a nd
.aintenance. The duration of the effect seellls to dep end on
the strenqth or duration of induction .s supported by the
finding. that an increase in HE vol ume or in intensity of LC
activation results in larqer and longer NEP.
In SUlU&ary, the results of HEP investigations sU9q e s t
that activation of the Le, such as that provided by novel 01'
noxious stbuU , produces a brief and Ineenee LC c ellul a r
response wbicb translates into a eaeefve but brief influx of
HE into the dentate . Given sufficient LC activation, 8-
adrenergic receptors indUCe potentiation in dentate cells .
The deqree of LC sctivation determines the maqnitude and
duration of NEP. It may also be that the numbers of a-
receptors activated and the volume of cAMP accumulation a l s o
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intluencea the likel ihood of inducinq larger and longer
effects . continued NE release and a-receptor activation ar_
not needed to sustain KEP. Perhaps a-receptor activation
t r i gge r s KEP lIlaintenance but a-receptor involvement ceases
after induction, as does the NMDA receptor in LTP. It is
not clear , just aa in LTP, what the mechanisms are that
maintain HEP. It is known only that a-activated CAMP
accumulation may induce phosphorylation of proteina . The
importance of protein s ynt hesis to HEP is und erli ned by the
findinq t ha t inhibitors which prevent protein synthesis e f ec
prevent the maintenance of the l ate pha s e of KEP (Stanton
and Sarvey 1985b) .
If, in the dentate gyrus, LTP is the cellular substrl.lte
of memory and the role of HE is to promote attention and
memory , by prblinq or enabling t he induction of a plasticity
mechanism, then it might be ex pected that HE \lould promote
LTP. In fact, stanton and sarvey and their colleagues have
compiled convincing evidence frolll a series of 10 Y.1..tx.2
experiment:s that NEP vi a the a -receptor and LTP via the NKOA
receptor may actually act s ynerqistically to promote de ntate
plasticity .
The first step taken In determining the role of HE In
LTP was a study of the effect of HE depletion on the
integrity of LTP. Stanton and seevey found that in slices
prepared trom HE-depleted animaln the frequoncy a nd
J'
amplitude or popspike LTP was greatly decreased (19858,
1987) A8 w•• pEPSP LTP lIleasl'l1red in the dendrites (1987).
They. concluded that without HE, 8FT-induced LTP was
.virtually eliminated· (stanton and Sarvey, 1985a). Taking
the experiment one step further, Stanton and Sarvey (1985a)
examined the role of the 8-receptor in the apparent tlE
lIlodulation of LTP. By blocking the noradrenergic 8-
receptor, the same receptor that mediates HEP induction, the
frequency and the magnitude of LTP induction was attenuated
in • manner similar to HE depletion. since HE activation of
the 8-receptor, through adenylate cyclase, promotes the
conversion of ATP to cAMP, a three fold increase in dentate
cAMP content following bath application of NE waM expected
(stanton and Sarvey, 1985c) . However, in this uaee study it
was found that LTP-inducing HFT stimulation also produced a
comparable 2 .5 told increase in cAMP levels . Moreover, in
slices prepared from HE~·depleted animals it was found that
~ddin9 HE to the , bath still produced cAMP inoreases, showin9
that the mechanisms underlying the increase were intact,
however HFT-induced increases were abolished aU998stlnq an
LTP dependency on NE-8 activation. Forthermore, in HE
depleted slices , in which LTP could not be induced, the
addition ot torsJcolin, a direct adenylate cyclase activator,
restored HFT-in~uc8d LTP (stanton and saney, 1985a).
Finally, it ,,"as also demonstrated that preventinq protein
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synthesis, the likely consequence of cAMP accumu lation,
prevents the maintenance of HEP and LTP. By addinq the
protein synthes!8 inhibitor, emetine, to t.he bath, the late
phases 01: both HEP and LTP were eUminated. While the
lIIaintenance IIIflChan181l1": i nvolved in LTP and NEP ha ve not been
identified, it has been s hown that induction of both HEP
(Lynch and Bliss, 1986) and LTP (Lynch et aI., 1905) if.
followed by in creased glutamate release . In sum , these
findings led Stanton and S" rve y to co nc lude that. th e H£-8
s t i mu lated cAMP i ncr ea se i s a ne c e s s ary s t ep in the
induction of HFT-LTP in the in Y.i..tl:g dentate gyrus. Thus
the cooperation of t he NMDA- and a -receptor-assoclated
mechanisms, when activated by HE or HFT stimulation, appear
to be sufficient and ne cessary ror LTP induction 10 Yitm.
The results of recent investigations lend support. and
insight into the means by Which HE may promote LTP via the
NMDA mechanism. working in the slice, investigators beve
IIhown that bath a pplie d HE (Lacaille and schwartzkroin, 1988
and Stanton et a1. , 1989) and a-agonists (Lacaille and
Sch wartzkroin, 1988) induce granule cell depolarization. It
has ej.ec been demonstrated that when HE or isoproterenol
were applied to the dentate slice at l evels 8ufficient to
i nduc e NEP, a reduction of the after-hyperpolarization wa.
evident. It was speCUlated that HE-B activat ion reduces a
Ca2+-dependent potassium conductance that underlies th~ AMP.
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The net ettect is a prolonged depolarization (Haas Ilnd Rose ,
1987) . Through both C'~ these eftects , depolarization and
AMP reduction , HE aay enhance the opportunities tor
sathtaction at the pre-and post-synaptic depolarization
coincidence required to trigger LTP .
It has also been demonstrated that HE enhances the
influx ot Ca2+ through the NMDA channel (Radhakrlshnan and
Albuquerque, 1989, stanton et a L, , 1989) as well as through
voltage-gated Ca2+ channels (Gray and Johnston , 1987, Fisher
and Johnston, 1990). Stanton et aL (1989) ha ve shown that
HE at concentrations that induced HE-LLP in the slice also
induced a facilitation of stimulus-evoked ca 2+ influx and
potassiulll etnux. These effects were blocked by
pretreatment with the NHOA receptor blocker APV.
Furthemore , it was directly demonstrated that HE enhanced
NMDA-induced changes in extracellular ca 2+ and potassium
(r) concentrations while having no effect on non-NHDA-
induced changes. Gray and Johnston (1987) patch clamp-
recorded an isolated inward ca2+ current in exposed granule
CIIU. troll. hippocampal slices. pressure-ejected HE
increased the size of the Ca2+ inflUX. This effect was
mimicked by a a-agonist , a direct adeny1ate cyclase
activator and by a cAMP analogue. Altogether these data
offer convincing support for the notion that NE, via the a-
receptor, may enhance the NMDA-mediated cascade of events
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that induce LTP a nd t hereby promote. LTP. By e nha nc i ng
NMOA-mediated ca2• aCCUlD.ulat i on o r by aup p leJIentinq that
accumulation throuqh enha nceme nt ot voltaqe-qated Ca2•
i nflux , LTP likelihood and tlagnit ud e lIay be fa c ilitated by
NE. Note that throuqh actions o n v o l tage-gated channel s NE
could promote LTP without NMDA- r e ceptor interaction .
I t is notev orthy t hat just as HE . a y pr omote LTP by
e nablinq HMOA ac t ivation an d Ca2+ a ccumulat i on, other
evidenc e shows t hat NMOA r eceptor activa t ion en ha nces HE
r eleas e . Th i s s U9gests that the LTP mecha nism may promote
REP induction (craiq a nd White , 1992 , Raiter! et aI. , 1992 ,
Pittaluqa a nd Ra ited, 199 2a and 1992b , I'ink and Gothert,
1992) •
The .';' idenca shows that HE, via the 8-r eceptor , not
only promote s HMDA-mediated LTP b ut t h at REP i tself also
depends on the HMO-' r ec eptor , at lea st i n the s l ice. Just
as LTP a nd taP c onverge on t he 8-adrenerqic r eceptor, so i t
has been disc ove red that HEP de pe nds no t on ly on the 8 -
receptor, but also on the LTP i ndu ct i on lIe chan i . II, the NMOA
receptor (Stanton et al ., 1989 , BUr g a r d e t aI . , 1989 , Dah l
and sa~ey, 19 90). It wa s demonstr a t ed t hat While bath
a p plied HE i n du ced reliable potentiation of the popllpike and
pE PSP in the dentate of the slic e , c oapplication of APV
p roduced a dos e-de pendent r educ t i on (1I&M) 0 1. bloc k ade (10 or
3 01&M) of REP (Burgard et al., 1989 a nd Stant on et a1.,
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1989). Stanton et 81. (1989) pointed out that HE produced
no potentiation, neither short- nor long-lasting, in the
presence of AVY. Dahl and Sarvey (1990) also demonstrated
that 1",M isoproterenol-induced NEP was completely blocked by
HMOA antagonism: in the presence of 10~K APV. isopr ot e r enol
induced no short- or long-lasting etfects .
In sum, the in Y.1ill results suggest that dentate HEP
and LTP c onverge on cc aa cn induction \IIBc h a nisms l the 8-
adrenergic a nd NMOA r eceptors. The ev idence s h owing NE
promotion of LTP and HMOA promotion o f NE release s ugg e s t ,
as previously proposed, a s yne r gy between NEP and LTP. This
same thesis, however. has for t he most part gone without
investigation 1D~ and preliminary evidence offers little
support.
Kany ot the similarities between LTP and NEP that have
been reported froll slice studies ; codependence on the 8-
receptor, HMOA receptor, cAMP increases , protein synt h e s i s
and HE, a nd increased glutamate r elease, have not been
demonstrated in the whole animal. While HE depletion
"virtually eliminates" LTP in ill.t2 (Stanto;'! and Sarvey,
1985a), the same has not been demonstrated in Y.1YQ . Bliss
et a1. (198J) found that although NE depletion decreased the
magnitUde at pEPSP LTP in the anaesthetized rat , popspike
LTP \las unaffected. Robinson and Racine (1985) report ifld the
opposite in awake rats . They found that popspike LTP was
..
reducecl but pEPSP LTP was actually larger in NE-depleted
animala. Altogether , the data suggest that HE 18 not
critical to the integrity of LTP in rlE .. it 18 in Y.1..t..r.:g .
The effect of 8-receptor blockade on LTP induction hae not
been tested in ili2, but it would be predicted that if NE is
not needed then the HE receptor s houl d not be necessary.
Fi nally , the role of the NMDA receptor in a-mediated NEP .in
rlY2 has not been investigated: that was the aim of the
present study .
Sufficient differ en c es exist between the phe nomena of
LTP ",nd HEP to suggest that the two ma y be mechanistically
distlnct . As the preced ing r ev i ew shows, pEPS P and popspike
increases and latency decrea s es are emblematic of HF'l'-LTP,
yet in HEP only the popspike increase occurs invariably :
pEPSP changes are typical but latency changes are rare. The
fact that 8FT stimulation produces NHDA-dependent LTP in the
lateral perforant path while HE induces II depression there,
suggests other important differences between HEP and LTP
(Dahl and Sarvey, 1989).
Other recent in~ studies also question the
convergence between HEP and LTP. While i nv e s tiga t i ng the
role of muscarinic re ceptors in dentate plasticity, Burgard
et al ., (1993) proposed that i t NEP and LTP conv erge on a
common mechanism, muscarine should facilitate NEP as it had
been shown to do for LTP. This proposal was not supported.
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Bath application ot muscarine together with a subthreshold
concentration (O.l~M) of the a-agonist isoproterenol, did
not produce HlP , aa would be expected it muscarine acted as
facilitator. In tact, muscarine completely blocked the
induction of HEP by otherwise effective concentrations of
Isoproterenol (lpH). Burgard et a1. (1993) concluded that
"there is at least one fundamental difference between
induction of NEP and L'I'P." OffQring tentative support to
this contention, Dahl and Li (1994) have shown that bath
perfusion of a subthreshold dose of isoproterenol follo....ed
by a 30 minute wash and second low dose isoproterenol
application induces a a-dependent NE-LLP. Unlike other J.n
~ findings, this NEP was not blocked by NMDA receptor
antagonists. This a-mediated HEP did ' lot require the
participation of the NMDA receptor . However, in this same
stUdy it was found that HEP induced by a single, effective
dose of isoproterenol was NMDA receptor dependent . It is
not clear what is diff~rent about the single and sequenced
applications and Which better reproduces the effects of
endogenous HE release.
Given the contlicting in Y.i.:t.l:Q evidence, the
differences in the characteristics of LTP and HEP both in
x.1x.Q and in n.t..rg, and the fact that the J.n rl.t.r.:2
preparation is missing some of the vital circuitry present
in the whole animal (Amaral and Witter, 1989), it is not
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clear what the role of the HMOA receptor might be i n HEP in
~. It was the goal ot the present research to c l a r i f y
thb i_sue. The present experiment tested the e ffect ot
HMOA receptor blockade on HEP, in the an aesthetized rat .
Would NEP be intact, attenuated or completely blocked by the
occlusion ot the NMDA receptor?
In order to detenaine the role ot the HMOA r eceptor in
NEP, the task ot the pre s ent i nv estiga tion was to tind It
reliable means of bloc king HMOA r eceptors/ channels in the
anaesthetized an imal , which woul d not. i nterfere with the
con current r ecording/pres sure ejection in the LC and the
r ecording ot pertorant path ev oke d potentials in the dentate
gyrus. Two different methods were tried: Le,v,
admInistration of APV a nd i.p. injection of ketamine, prior
to success with the final method, local diffusion of
ketamine .
Since Harley Ilnd coworkers have proven that, with
accurate placement, glutamate pressure ejection i nto the LC
induces a consistent, a-mediated NEP, that method was used
in this experiment . A double barrel elect.rode wa s used
which permitted glutamate ejection through one barrel after
electrophysiological placement verificat.ion through the
recording ba rrel. Testing for characteristic LC responses
to t <\ll- and footpinch aided in placeillent veritication
(Cederbaum. and Aqhajanian, 1976) . Aside from the benefit ot
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ac curacy, the simultaneous r ecording of LC units permitted
monitoring of the continued effectivenes s of the glutamate
ejection . Through a 8tblUiating electrode placed in the
medial perforant path, eight trains of eight pulses at 400
Hz were delivered for LTP i nduction.
The .edial perforant path-evoked population potential
was recorded before and after the delivery of I.e-HE or HFT
stimulation in order to assess and meas ur e NEP and LTP
i nduction. Comparison of the magnitude of LTP induced with
and without NMOA antagonists present, by r evealing the
degree of LTP attenuation, i ndicated the degree of NMDA
recaptor blockade. NMOA receptor block ade , s u f f i cient to
attenuate LTP, had to be indicated in order t o assess the
role of the NMDA receptor in NEP. A review of the pilot
studies , in which the attempts were made to achieve NMDA
receptor/channel blockade , and the problems encountered
serves to illustrate the rationale and the advantages of the
final selected -:,l t h odOl ogy.
The first method attempted involved
intracerebroventricular , (Lc .v.), injections, through an
implanted stainless at ee l 30 gauge cannula , of the NKDA
receptor antagonist AP5 (2/4L, 5PfJ!IJL). The difficulty "..ith
this method. was in placing the c annu l a into the ventricle
such that the antagonist could spread adequately to the
dentate gyrus where needed. It has been observed that
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i.e.v. delivery of HEr (also in 2JlL volumes) often (3/4
animala) resulted in an insignificant riae in NE leveh in
the dentate, as IIIs&lIured by microdialysi., indicating that
i.c.v. delivered He did not reach the dentate . As a rosult,
the HE 1.alivcred in this aenner did not reliably produce
HEP. Also , HE spreading throughout the ventricular system
was not an indication of HE spread to the dentate. Only
When Lc .v .-delivered HE produced a significant rlse in
dentate HE l evels, was KEP appare nt (Harley , personal
communication) • It was probably a similar problem that
precluded consistent blockade of LTP with Lc;v, delivery of
APS. without complete and consistent blockade of the HMOA
receptors their role in KEP could not be adoquately and
accurately assessed . The few results that were obtained
from the i.c.v. studies are presented next.
Of seven animals in which NEP was induced by glutamate
LC stimulation (n=2) or Le.v . HE (n=l) and in which AP5 was
delivered v i a the Levv cannula, an LTP control conducted
upon completion of the NEP experiments indicated HMOA
receptor blockade (n""2) or apparent attenuation (n-l) in
three animals. In these three animals, however, there was
no significant difference (t- 1. 59, p> 0 .05) 1n the
magnitude of NEP on the popspike induced before or after the
AP5 ejection. This result suggests that NMDA receptor
blockade did not prevent the induction of NEP where LTP was
"
precluded. However , in the four remaininq experiments, in
which LTP va. not te.ted or not noticeably attenuated or
blocked, poat-AP5 KEP w~e considerably smaller than pre-AP5
KEP in 3/4 cases. In the absence of a proper LTP control
the data seem to ilUqI'Jest that NMDA receptor blockade
attenuates KEP. If AP5 delivery was inadequate to achieve
LTP attenuation then NMDA receptors we r e not blocked, yet it
appeare that KEP vas attenuated. This sU9l'JElsts two
possibilities : 1. KEP i s blocked at a lower threshold than
LTP or 2. t here wa s no blockade at all a nd s econd NEP
effects are simply not as large as fi rst effects. These
data illustrate another problem with this and t he following
method I by comparinq first a nd second KEP effects, a ceiling
effect lIlay appear as blockade .
Thill next attempted method was ch osen in order to
elbinate the inaccuracy of Le . v , delivery. NMDA
antagonists were given throul'Jh Lp. injections . Following
the protocol of Desmond et aI., (1991), the non-competitive
antagonist, ketamine, was used . Desmond et a1. found in
animale anaesthetized with LOg/kg urethane, supplemented as
neede4 , ketamlne Hel qiven as a 30mg/kg bolus and three
supplemental 10mg/Jr:g doses at 15 minute intervals reversibly
attenuated or blocked LTP induction. In this pilot ,
urethane anc:l ketamlne were used lit the slime doses and
concentrations and with the sa llie protocol , but it proved5.
quIte u ns at i . fa c t ory for continued use . Al t hough LTP
attenuation va. indicated , t he a naesthetic properties ot ttl e
ket; ••ine proved troubl••o••, dr• • e te d . cr••••• In ba . el i n.
respons • • frequently occurred and in a nu.mber o f c a••• the
anbl.als died prior to c ompletion of data c o llect i o n . Even
"'hen lop. ket_mine blockade worked, the po ssIbility e xisted
that o bserved ertects were due to s ys telll i c action . In f our
anImals that s urvIved the p r otocol a nd I n whIch NEP was
I nduced and lop. keta mine was g iven , a n LTP co n t r o l
conducted up on c ompl etIon of the NEP ex perb .ent s indIcated
comp lete NMOA cha n ne l b lockade i n a ll f our a nima l s . UnUke
LTP, NEP was not completely blocked a f t e r ketamine since
si9nificant pop spike NEP was e v i de nt i n ene ee of four
animals. There vas, howe v e r , a significant ditterence ( t-
J . 37 , p< O. 05) in the magni t Ud e of popspike NEP induced
prior t o ketall i ne (lle an - Un) versus that i nd uc e d post-
ketallline (lle an - 12U) . These data s U9gest that systemIc
ketamlne, s ufficIent to c ompletely block LTP, attenuated bu t;
did not block NEP. Howe v e r , again, these data ma y sl.pl y
reflect a ceIl1nq e ffect .
The possibility that second NEP effects mIght be
consIstently s llla l l e r than tirst effects precludes a proper
evalua t i on o f t he role o f NMDA r e ceptors in NEP i n a
sequentially designed experiment . Due to the na t u r e o f NEP,
I. e . , the ne c es s ity for very accurate placement of the LC
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pIpette (Harley and Milway , 1986) and, given accurate
placement, the need for the activation of a c r i t i c a l nUlllber
of LCneurone to induce NIP (Harley and Sara, 1992),
glutaaate ejection. often fail t o indue. effect.. A. a
result it was necessary in these experiments to e stabl ish
NlP prior to HMOA receptor blockade to ensure accurate
placement and sufficient glutamate vctune , This meant that
the role of NMOA r eceptors in NEP was al....ays tested on a
s ec o nd eject.ion. Although Harley has consistently reported
r epeated effects of LC-GLU ej ections on dentate popspik.e , up
to as many as 10 times (Harley a nd Milway, 1986 , Harley and
Evans, 1988). this was dependent upon a return to ba seline
between ejections . Due to t he ver-y nature of NEP. a return
to baseline i s not assured . Working in the CAl slice,
Heqinbotham and Dunwiddle (1991) reported that a second NEP
was never as large as a first, even with a r eturn to
basel ine and even with the intensity of stimulatIon adjusted
to artifIcially r eestablish baseline . Since it seems that
the aaqnitude of LTP or NEP depends on the initial size of
responses, as indicated by the practice of many
investigatol"s to select half-maximal potentials for
baseline, the potential existed In these pIlots, for a
ceiling effect to masquerade li S LTP blockade. Given that
attenuation and not just c Olrlp l e t e block of NEP would still
be an interesting effect , It was important that second
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effecta be reliably comparable to tirst effects . In the
sa.e vefn the sequential nature of the experimentation
introduced other problf!mll such all changes in baseline,
changes . i n level of anaesthesia, lind change. in the doqre.
of HMO" blockade: changee that occur over time. The final
lIlethod solected provided reliable HMOA receptor attenuation
and eliminated the sequential nature of the experimentation
and all the problems that resulted from that protocol.
The selected method. was inspired by the work of Steward
et al. (1990) who investigated the ability of the
commissural-dentate gyrus synapse to support LTP given the
elilllination of the strong inhibition that normally obstructs
LTP at this synapse . steward's group relied on passive
diffusion of bicuculline from the tip of a large bore glass
pipette to create a localized disinhibition. By placing two
pipettes into the dentate gyrus, one wit:h bicuculline and
the other with saline, approximately 0.5-1.0 IIUIl apart,
Steward et al. c .-"ated an elegantly simple study in Which a
comparison of the responses recorded on the two pipettes
revealed the effects of the bicuculline. The appearance of
Dultiple pertorant path-induced spiking' during baseline
recording and of LTP in response to contralateral,
cOlllDlissural tetanic stllzlUlatlon, on the bicuculline pipette
only, suggested that local diffusion of bicuculUne created.
significant yet restricted disinhibition, sufficient to
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uncover a capability for LTP. On the ealine pipette, no
llIultiple epiklnq and no LTP appeared indIcating no spread of
the bicuculUne to thb nearby control pipette. Thus , while
introducill9 problematic stereotaxic constraint, thi. double
pipette lIethod vas adopted in the present study .
A pilot study of 6 animals vas conducted to evaluate
the utUfty of the steward diffusion method in antagonizing
a significant number of HMOA receptors and to detenine the
dose of antagonist ne eded t o produce the e f f ec t . For the
pilot, only on e p i pe t te , contaIning va r i ous conce n t r a t i ons
of ketllmine, ....as placed i n the dentate cell layer. A
stimUlating' electrode was positioned in the med i a l perforant
path through ....hlch 0 .2 illS pulses of 10"20 V were delivered
at 0 .1 Hz for eliciting half maximal evoked potentiale.
After collection of a 10 minute ila s e l i na , (60 evokod
potentials) , eight trains of eight pulses at 400 Hz were
delivered through this same electrode. The effect of
tetanic stt-ulation on the e voked potential recorded through
vari"us concentrations of ketamine was followed for a 30
minute post-tetanus period.. The results are presented in
Table 1 showing that whereas concentrations of 18mM (n-2)
and 90l:llM (n-l) were inSUfficient, 181mH (n -3) ketamine
produced an attenuation or complete block of LTP. Since
diffusion of ketamine through a hlrge bore tip a nt a gonize d
enough NMDA receptors to attenuate or prevent LTP induction,
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the double pipette ••t hod of Ste va r d et al . vaa a dopted .in
o rder to e v a l uat e the ettect ot teta.ine on locua c oeruleue-
i nd uced po tent iation.
The ••jor advantage of the double pipette method is
t ha t the r e s pons e s r e co rd ed through the druq pipette co u l d
be compared to thosl!I recorded at t h e salle t ille , in r esponse
to the Sa1ll8 stimulation, at a nearby saline contr ol s ite .
Tha t the c ontro l s t udy and experiment happened at t he s ame
t ime and i n abo ut the same place, eli.inates concerns a bout
ceiling effe ct s, ch ange s i n the deg r e e o f pha I'WIaco l 09 ical
blockade a nd cha ng es in baseline . Except that the t vo
pipettes sam p l ed d iff er ent popUl ations of cells , the on l y
other d i tterence bet ween t he tw o was that o ne con tained an
NMDA blocker and the ot he r did n ot . Any d i tterenees i n
effects r e corded on the two sit es c ou ld be acc ounted f or by
local ~DA receptor bloc kad e , and not , for e xa mple , by
changee in tempe r ature , l evel o f a na e sthetic, or cellinq
e f fects. The se s h ou l d a f f ect both r e c ordings. Thu s the
e f t ect ot tets. ine on LTP and NEP cou l d be ass e s sed by
s i .ply c omparIng the .agn i tude of the e ffe c t o n the t wo
pIpettes .
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Method.
Twenty thre e t e lla le Sp r a9Ue-Davley r at . , (Cha r le. River
Canada I nc. , Mont real , Canad a ) , wei9h in9 froll 205 to 322
9rams served a. subjects . Ea ch an imal was anaesthe t ized
with urethane ( 1 .5 q/kq i.p. ) and pl a c ed skull flat into t he
stereotaxic apparatus. A cir cu lat i nq v a t '9r b lanket
1IIa i n t aine d recta l temperature a t 36 . 5- 3a · C.
Rec o r d ina and Keto. ine appliCAt ion t n pentate Cy ru s '
A bipolar stillluloting e l ect r ode ()(Opt model NEX- I OOX)
was aillled at the lIedial pe rtorant pa th (7.2 _ pos t e r i or ,
4. 2 1l1.li lateral t o b r e '1llia and 3. 0- 3 .5 DIlIl be l o w brain surtace)
a nd. two non- c ap i lla ry qla s s p i pe t tes we r e pos i tioned into
the dentate qyrua (3 .5 mil posteri or a nd 2 .0 _ lat eral to
breCJllla ) • The p i pe ttes wer e plac ed into a Ha rishiqe ho lde r
which peni t t ed a 1 IIa ranqe of .oveme nt , in t h r ee
directi ons , ot one p i pett e r e l a t i v e to the s t at i onary
p i pett e. In th lB hu lder, t he pipette tips we re h e ld 500-1000
PII apart i n the anterior-posteri o r and lIledl a l - l a tera l
d ire c tions and less than 100 PII ap~rt vertically. Depths
de pe nded on maximal similarity be twe en the two e voke d
potent ia l s , typically 2 .8-3 .8 1IUIl below brain su rface. The
cont r ol p ipe tte va s t i lled " ith e i ther 3 M salin e or 2'
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ponta.ine .ky blue i n 0.5 M sodium acetate . The outside tip
dialleter ranged troll 15 to 35 ~m and the impedances were 0 .1
to 2 .0 MO. The experimental pipette contained e ither 181 IIlH
or 362 11K ot the NMDA receptor channel blocker Retamine HCI
(Retalar , Parke-Davis , Itetamine HCI , Sigma, dissolved in
0 .9' .aline) . The out_ide diameter of these tips were
larger, froll 40-70 pll, to permit ditfusion ot the
,lntagonist . Impedances ot the ketamine pipettes ranged from
0.1 to 1.0 MO. Since the ke t ami ne solution is colourless, a
tightly wound mediwips wa s held to the pipette t ip , which
could be eeen , under a micros cop e, to unwind when moistened,
thus ensurinq diffusion could readily occur from the pipette
tip. Some control p ip ettes were filled wi t h pontamine sky
blue in an attempt to mark t he area of din:usion a r ound the
tip .
Record ina ond Glutamate E1li!ction in TpCYA C09DlleUS'
A doubll! barrel, ncn-cepf lla:L-y qlass pipette was placed
in or near the locus coerule\1s, at 4 .9 IIUII posterior and 1.1
IalII lateral to the peak or lambda . The pipette vee angled
20 ' posterior trom vertical. One barrel was filled with 0.5
N I -glutamic acid in distilled H20 and was connected by
tubing to a Neuro Phore BH-2 pressure ejection system. with
this system, a 30 psi nitrogen pulse was delivered to t he
qlutallUllte-containinq barrel, ejecting a drop of qlutalllate.5.
The .ph.rical volu.e o f the drop was calculated tro. the
dla.ster a. r e ad under a .lcro.cope . Dur atIon o t e jection
co nt r olled the . h e ot the drop and v ae adjusted t o achieve
a spherical val ue at 73 -244 nL . The a ctual volUlle i n brain
has been estimated troll. intracereb ra l injection to be abo ut
68\ ot that estlmated froll the drop d iam e t e r in air
(Goodchild , 1982) . The s econd barrel "as tilled with 2t
pontamine sky blue in 0 .5 M s odiull a c etate. Rec o r d i ng-
through the pontami ne barrel aided in localization of the
Locus ccerufeue , The t i p size ot e a c h barrel "as betwee n
10-20 #lm a nd t he impedance through the r ecording barrel
ra nged tram 2-6 mo. The t op ot the recording barrel wa s cu t
baclo:. to allow placement ot the tubinq o n the g~utamate
barrel .
spontaneous unit activity recorded through the LC
pipette waG differentially a mplified a t a band wi d th ot 600
Hz-J kHZ, d isplayed on the oscillos c ope and c oupled to an
audio unit . Depth profiles of unit act ivity through the
c erebellUBl and upper po ns were c onstructsd tor the purpose
ot locating the LC but t h18 activity vaa not stored. The LC
ia kn own to respond to a tallpinch with. distinctive brief
rush o f firin9, incre.sing trom 1 .2 Hz as h i gh as 10 Hz to r
about 10 0- 50 0 me, tollowed by a brief pa use (Cederbaum an d
Aghajanian , 197 6) . Tests f or t he tailpinch response ve re
conducted t o physiolOCJically verify placement. Also h el p tu l
5.
Figure 2 : A sagittal view of the rat brain illustrating the
l ocation of the Locus Coeruleus recording/ejecting pipette
and of the two dentate gyrus recording pipettes . The
sim ilarity in the'dentate gyrus evoked potentials is also
evident .
.0
in locating LC 141 the prox imi t y o f t h e mesenc eph a l ic
t riCjo.ina l nucleu _ to the Le . The se cella run the lateral
and anterior bo rd er of the Le an d res pond to mani p u lations
of the jaw t hu . providing anothe r ph ys i o l og i cal test uselul
i n achievih9 p lacelDent accuracy (Harley and Milway , 1986) .
Th e LC' was en co unte r ed at 5 .0-5 .8 mm be low bra i n s urface.
The double barre l s e t - up pe n itted t e stlnq for glutamat e
responses (visual a n d auditory i nspec t i on ot r es po ns e t o
g l utam a te pUl s e). Re s pons es t o glutamate vere a lways t ested
s omewh e r e in t he upper cer ebe l l um t o ensure s u f ficient
e jectio n. This t esting was illlpo rtant s i nce the eips
some t i mes be c ame b l o cked . On occasion it wa s necess ary t o
withd raw the p ipe t te, after LC l ocali zat i on. a nd. brea k back
t h e tip to a ch ieve t he des Ired d r op volume . Figur e 2
i llus t r a t e s t he ov erall setup.
Dato Ac quisiti o n a nd Ana lysis '
A 0.2 illS mono phasic square wav e pu lse . 10- 20 V. vas
de livered t o the perforant pa th at 0 . 1 Hz:. (oreee EC'C 4710
dual chllnnel .tb ulator). Each dentat e recording p i pette
va s c oupled to a Crass H1 Z Pr obe vh i ch conveyed t h e ev oked
potentials f or ditfe rent i a l ampl1 t1 cation at a bandwidth o f
1 Hz to :) kHz (Gra s s P5 s e r ies A.C . Pre-amplifier) . Evoke d
potentials were displayed on a cath ode ra y s torag e
oscillos cop e and d i9it i zed on a n IBM-PC compa tib l e co mpute r
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(1 point/l0 ~B) . The data ' acquisition and analysis programs
were written by G.P. Carre, in Asyut, a cOJDJllercial package
based on the lan9\1&g. Forth. For each .voked potential a
number ot lIeasures were extracted online, .includinq the
pEPSP slope, the popspike amplitude, measured as the
amplitude difference from the first positive peak to the
neqatlve (popspike) peak, and the latency to the popspike
peak. These measures were taken every 10 seconds and means
of six, representinq one minute, were calculated. A period
of 10 minutes constituted a control period . The two~tailed
95\: confidence limits were calcul.1ted around these 10 means .
Thus an LC- or HFT-induced effect was considered significant
if the measures fell outside the confidence limits and
jUdged no longer significant when two consecutive llIeans
(twelve data points, two min~.tes), remained inside the
confidence limits . At least ten minutes of data was
collected after LC or LTP stilllulatlon but usually collection
continued for 30 minutes . At the completion of I.e
activation experiments an LTP control was conducted in each
anbal to a8seB8 whether ketamine diffusion from the
experimental recording pipette was sufficient to produce
NMDA receptor channal blockade. In one animal two such LTP
control trials were conducted. Eight trains of eight pulses
at 400 Hz were delivered to the perforant P;:lth to induce
LTP.
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since the saline pipCltte served as the control site and
the ket.amine pipette .erved alii the N1'tDA-blocked,
experbental site a comparison of the relative magnitudell of
LTP on the tvo pipette. revealed the etUcacy ot ket.aine-
induced NMDA receptor blockade . Similarly the role of the
NMOA receptor in I.e-induced effects could be assessed by
comparinq the magnitude ot NEP on the tvo pipettes. Paired
t-tests ....ere per toned to evaluate the significance of any
difference bet....een parameters measured at the saline and
ketamine sites .
Control period responses recorded on the t ....o pipettes
....ere compared to deten!ne their comparability prior to any
manipulation. Averages of the slope of the pEPSP (ltV/ms).
the amplitUde ot the popspike (ltV) and the latency (ms) were
calculated fro1D the 10 1Dlnuta control periods, prior to LTP
or LC stimulation . pair9d t-test assessment ot the
significance of any between-site differences in mean
baseline measureo revealed the effect of ketamine on 10 ....-
frequency activity . It was expectsd that there would be no
difference prior to LTP or NEP induction .
For paired t-test, bet....een-etee, comparisons of the
magnitudes of LTP and NEP, all one minute mean pEP SP slopes .
popsplke ampl1tu'~es and latencies were converted. by Asyst,
to a percent (t) of baseline . The maxilllal percent Increase
or decrease within the first five minutes follo.... ing HF'I' (lr
.3
LC stimulation was detenlined fro. each of the NEP and LTP
experiment., for each of the pipettes. Thus, a group mean
maximal (pEPSP a nd popspike) or .inilDal (latency) percent
potentiation was calculated for each lIleasure recorded on
each pipette (saline or ketamine) for each experiment (NEP
or LTP). A s1gnificant difference in LTP magnitude r-ecorded
at tho ketamine and saline sites was taken to indicate
s ignificant NMDA receptor blockade. A between-site
co mpa r ison of the magnitUde of NEP woul d reveal the role of
the NMDA receptoz:: in tlEP.
Photographs of the evoked pot e ntia l s were taken with an
oscilloQcOpe-mounted polaroid c amera in s ome an.hllals, while
in others computer-generated trace s were produ ced, thus
providing a visual means of asses sing similarity in shape of
the ketallline and saline recorded waveforms.
Locations of the two dentate re~ording pipettes and the
I.e ejection pipette were marked. by pressure e jection of
ponta.ine dye, the ketamine was aspirated. and replaced with
the dye for this purpose . This was not done in those
animals i n which an attempt was made to assess dif.fusion, i n
which case the pipette tract sufficed for placement
verification . Brains were removed and blocked so t hat the
brainstea and cerebellum could be mounted sagitally, the
anterior portion coronally and frozen. Sections were taken
at 40 p. and checked f o r dye marking:,; b"!"fo l:'e staining in
.,
o.n crnyl violet. Electrophysiologically identitied
locations wers verUied after staininq.
Results
Of 23 animals in which the double pipette experiment
was conducted, 11 animals were included for analysis based
on satisfaction of three c r i t e r i a. First , stable e voked
potential r ecordings of s i mila r magnitude and waveform were
obt a i ned on both the saline and ketamine pipettes.
Secondly, LTP on the ketamine pipette was significantly
a t t e nua t e d as' compared to that on the saline pipette,
indicating significant miCA ch a nnel blockade . Finally,
significant NEP was evident on either or bot h the pEPSP
slope and. pop spike amplitUde, on one or both pipettes. ot
the 12 animals not included in the analysis, three were
excluded for lack of comparability between ev oked
potentials, three more were omitted since LTP was either
absent or c ompa r a b l e on both pipettes and an additional two
animals were eliminated because the LC pipette was not
acourately placed. Pinally, f our more anilllais were excluded
beoause computer problems or the death of the animal
preoluded c ompl e t i on of the experiment . In the 11 animals ,
25 NEP experiments were c onducted followed by an LTP control
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trial at the conclusion. In on. anbal two LTP controls
were pertoraed .
Xe t.o ml n e otrash on banI In' respon"s'
'I'he wavetonns illustrated in Flqure 2, taken tram one
animal, r ep r esent the degree of s.tailarity in the recordings
from the two pipettes prior t o a ny manipulation. As evident
in Table 2, prior to HFr stimulation in the LTP control
s t udies , average pEPSP slopes on t he s a line (11039 j.&V/ ms)
and ketami ne (11361 j.&V/ ms) p i pettes and av erage popspike
amplitudes on the saline (74 75 j.&V) and ketamine (6204 /.'V)
pipettes did not differ . statistical aulysis ve ri fied the
comparability of the baseline pEPSPs , (tCdf-l0)- -0 .40, a>
O. 05), and popspikes , (t{df_10' - 1.16, JP 0.05). similarly,
the average late ncy to the popspike peak recorded on ene
sallne pipette (4096 Posec) did not differ from that on the
ketallline pipette (4125 psec) prior to LTP induction
(tCdf-10»- 0.03, »>0.05).
Since LTP and NEP experiments were both carried out in
each ani1l1111 , Figure 2 also represents pre-KEP wave fan
similarity. Prior to NEP experiments , as detailed in Table
2 , bas e l i ne mean slope of the pEPSP recorded on the saline
(10076 j.&V/ms) and ketamine (10588 /.'v/ms) pipettes did not
8iq~1ficantly differ (t(df_23)- -1.26, »> 0.05) . The saline
popsplke (6702 pV) and ketallline popspike (6355 pV) were also
••
TABU 2
'l'be .ffeot of Ket ..lbe OD .a••llD. not..l! ' ot.Dti.1
Par...tar8 u4 ..aljJDltul!. of 'otaDUaUOIl
.. co.par.4 to .alh. COllt rol
COMPARI SON SALINE KETAMI NE T VALUE
MEAN MEAN (p < 0 .05)·
LT. BAS.LUTI
EPSP SLOPE (J.Iv/ms) 11 0 39 11 36 1 0 . 4 0
POPSPlKE (.V) 7 475 6204 1.16
LATENCY (ms ) 4096 41 2 5 0.03
POST-LT.
EPSP MAX , INCREASE 1 2 3 . 08 10 8 . 54 3 . 18 *
POPSPIKE MAX , INCREASE 218 . 9 3 12 8 . 60 3 .73"
LA TENCY XIN , DECREASE 89 .0 92 .0 1 . 7 9"n. BAS.LtD
EPSP SLOPE (J.IV/ ms) 10076 10588 1.2 8
POPSPl lCE (.V) 6702 6355 1. 17
LA TENCY ( li B) 4 034 4050 1.30
P08'1'-DP
EPSP MAX , INCREASE 111.47 11 1.45 0 .08
POPSPlXE MAX , I NCREASE 1 3 9 . 67 14 8 . 25 2. 11*
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comparable (t(df_231- 1.17 , R> 0.05) prior to NEP. Finally,
baseline latencies recorded on the saUne (4034 psec) and
keta.ine (4050 peec) pipettes also revealed no between-site
differences in baseline (t(df_231- 1.3, p> 0 .05) .
ketamine @ffegts OD LTP;
In all 12 LTP trials, in the 11 animals, significant
attenuation or blockade of pEPSP and popsplke increases and
of lAtency decreases was evident on the ketamine pipette as
compared to the s aHne pipette. This between-site
difference is illuatrated in Figure 3. The range of f,TP
magnitudes, expressed as II percent of control, also reveals
this difference . The maximal post-HF'l' values OD the saline
pEPSP ranged from 105 .00' - 162 .621; whereas on the ketamine
pEPSP values ranged from 99 .73' - 120.48\. The maximal
post-Hf"I' values on the saline popspike ranged from 125.82' -
383 .994, whereas on the ketamine popspike values ranged from
63.08' - 182 .18'. Finally. maximal decreases (minimal
percents) in saline latency ranged from 81\ - 94\, while the
ketallline later,q decreases ranged from an - 97'.
Means of the 12 maximal (PEPSP and popspike increases)
or minimal (latency decreases) percents were compared using
paired t-tests confirming the between-site difference. As
a UllUllarized in Table 1, the group average of the maximal
potentiations seen on the saline p EPSP was 123 .08',
••
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F!qure 3: The magnitude of LTP evident on the pEPSP (A) and.
popBpike (B) , at the leete.ine site, b significantly
attenuated compared to that at the salin. site .
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significantly larqer than the 108.54' evident on the
ketamine pEPSP, (t(dt_10'· 3 .18. ~< 0 .05). The average
lllaxlaal LTP on the .aline popspiko va. 218.9)\,
significantly larger (tCdt-10)· 3.73. ~< 0.05) than the
128.60' potentiation produced on the ketamine popspike. The
average LTP on the saline latency (89\) vas just
significantly larger than the magnitude of LTP on the
ketallline latency (92\), (tldf-10). 1.79. p'" 0 .05, one-tailed
test) •
The durations of HFT effects also dHfered on the two
pipettes. This would be expected, since LTP was often not
induced on the ketamine pipette or because the effect
induced ",as much smaller thus returning to baseline eeenee,
In two of the 12 cases, LTP, defined as greater than 30
minutes in duration. vas not induced on either pipette and
only dhort term potentiation (STP) vas seen. These
experiments were still included since the criterion for
inclusion was induction of an effect and that this effect
was significantly larger on the saline than on the ketamine
pipette: duration was not of concern. The duration of HFT-
induced effects on the saline pEPSP ,ranged from 3 - >30
minutes with 7 of the 12 cases shoving LTP. On the ketamine
pEPSP. effects lasted from 0 - >30 minutes. in 4 cases there
vas no effect at all and in .4 others, LTP was induced. On
the saline popspika. effects lasted from 7 - >30 minutes and
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in 9 of 12 cases LTP was induced. On the ketamine popspike,
effect_ ranged in duration froll 0 - >30 minutes. LTP was
induced only twice and in 5 cases thqre was no effect at
all. In no case did an effect on the ketamine pipette
outlast that on the saUne pipette. LTP (>30 minutes) was
evident on the latency in 11 of 12 trials on the saline
pipette and in 10 of 12 trials on the ketamlne pipette .
Ketamine effects on NEP'
In all 25 NEP experiments there were significant pEPSP
effects evident on both pipettes . In 20 of the HEP trials,
significant popspike enhancements were induced on one or
both of the dentate pipettes. ThUS, in rive experiments in
which there was a significant pEPSP enhancement , there was
no c onc omi t a nt popspike increase of s ignificance . Of the 20
cases where there were significant popspike enhancements, in
all but two cases these enhancements appeared on both
pipettes . While there appeared to be no difference in the
magnitude of HEP on the saline versus ketallline pEPSPS, it
appeared that the magnitUde of NEP was slightly larger on
the ketamine popspUce than on the saline popspike. This
between-site difference is evident in Fiqure 4. The range
of NEP magnitudes also reveals this difference. The 25
post-LC maximal vatuee on the saline pEPSP ranged from
105.79' - 127.76', similar to the range seen on the ketallline
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FIgure 4: There is no between-site difference 1n NEPot the
pEPSP (A) but HEP ot the popspike fB) 18 significantly
enhanced by kete.ine .
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pEPSP, from 106 .16\ - 127.34\. The 20 post-LC mAximal
values on the saline popspike ranged from 103 .68t - 166 .01\,
which i_ noticeably smaller than on the 1c.etallline popopike,
where values ranged from 122 .26\ - 194 .87\ . Paired t-test••
detailed in Table 1, confirmed no difference between the
magnitude of REP on the salIne ver s us ketamlne pEPSP ,
(t(df.23) s 0 .08, 11:> O. 051. :rt was also confirmect that the
magn i t ude of NEP on the ketamlne popspike was largsr than
that on the s alin e popsp ik e (tCdf"2J I" -2 .11, g .( 0 .05) . In
17 of 25 NEP expe r iment s there was no e ffect of LC
stimUlation on latency and this was t rue on both pipettes.
In 4 of 25 NEP e x pe riment s c ompa r ab l e , brief ( 2-4 mi nut e )
i nc r ea ses in latency were seen on both the saline (mean-
103.25\) and ketamine (mean - 103.43\) pipettes. In the
final 4 experiments long-lasting (>30 _tnute) decreaseG were
seen on both the saline (mean- 97.90') and ketamine (mean-
97 .85t) pipettes . In these four animals NE-LLP of the
l at'!ncy WAS associated with NE-LLP o f the pEP SP, present on
both pipettes.
The durations of NEP effects were comparable on the
pEPSP ~ut less so on the popspike, in keeping with the
effects seen on the magnitude of pop spike KEP . On the
saline popsptke , HEP l asted on average 5." mi nutes with
none of the 20 cases of HEP lasting longer than 30 minutes .
The duration of NEP on the s aline pop spike ranged from 0 -
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19 minutes, whereas on the ketamine popsplke, NIP e f f e ct s
lasted froal 1 - >30 mi nute s . The JIlea n duration at PlEP on
the ketamine pops pike wa s 10.55 min utes , nearly t wi c e that
of the. saline po psp Ute , and in 3 o f t he 20 cas es, NEP lasted
g re a t e r than 30 minute s . In the cas e ot the sallne pEPSP
the du ration at NEP was from 1 - >30 Ilinutes o n both
pipettes . The me an d uration of NEP on the saline pEPSP was
13 minutes and t h e re were 7 cases of HEP e f fec ts outlasting
30 minutes . The mea n duration of NEP on t he ketamine pEPSP
was 11. 72 min utes , with 6 c a s e s of NEP lasting greatet' t han
30 mi nut l;s.
Ph Y"tologic Al And H1tj t ol og i ca l Ve rif i c at ton '
Recording thr ough the cerebellum, o n the de s cent to the
Le, 1& characterized by distinctive active an d inactive
zones , reflecting the c e ll and fibr e laye r s. If thi s
layered pattern was not seen a mor e l ateral site was us ed .
In the cerebel l u... thoug h not d oc umen t ed , ob s ervation s howed
that ce lls typically responded to gluta mate s t imu l a t i on with
a ve ry b r i e f burst of activity , a few s e c ond s a t mos t,
f ollowed by a l ong er period of silence, on the order of 2 or
more minutes . ThIs characteristic r e sponse is similar to
that seen i n the Le a s observed h e r e and documented by
Harle y an d Sara (1992 ) . Histological verification o f locu s
c oe rul eus p l a c eme nt was available for 10 of t h e 11 anI1Dals,
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Figure 5 : The 10 available sites from the 11 animals are
illustrated . All recording/ejecting sites were wi t h i n 400
pm o f the Lo<.:U8 Coeruleu$ .
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(one brain was damaged. when the microtome malfunctioned),
Figure 5 illustrates these plac~::l~>nts r elative to Le. All
placements wen within 400 "m of the Le. The proximity of
the two dentate recording pipettes ranged from approximately
500 pm to 1000 I'm a part . Unfortunately , diffusion of the
pontamine dye , unlike with pressure ejection, could not be
visualized on the sections, possibly because these tips were
typically smaller or, mor e likely, simply because the dye
density was insufficient.
Discussion
steward et a1. (1990) concluded from their double
pipette stUdy that a significant number of GADA receptors
were blocked by the local diffusion of bicuculline
methiodlde . This c onc l usion was supported by the appearance
of perforant path-induced multiple population spiking during
baseline recording and tetanus-induced LTP at the
cOm1llissural-dentate s ynapses, on the bicuculline pipette
only. Since no multiple spiking and no LTP were ev ident on
the saline pipette, positioned 0 .5-1 :0 mm away , Steward et
ar , also concluded that the blockade of GABA receptors was
highly localized.
In the present study it was found that , a s bicuculline
diffusion produced significant GAM receptor blockade in the
7.
Steward study, so the diffusion ot high concentration. of
ketamine produced a localized blockade of a significant
number of NMDA receptors. Blockade was indicated by the
signiticant reduction in the magnitude ot LTP produced on
the ketamine pipette as compared to that on the nearby
saline p:l.pette. In the ab sence of phat'lDacological
manipulation, in twelve ex:periments, eight trains ot eight
pulses at 400 Hz delivered to the perforant path produced
LTP (>30 mins) of the pEPSP (n -7 /l2), the popspike (n-9/12)
and of the popspike peak latency (n all/ 12) . Where LTP was
not seen, short term potentiation (STP) wev , In c ont r a s t ,
at the ketamine site, significant attenuation ;.Jf pEPSP and
popspike increases and to a lesser extent of latency
decreases were apparent. A c ompl e t e block of potentiation,
STP or LTP, was evident on the pEPSP in four of 12 c a s e s .and
on the popspike in fivG of 12 . It appeared that the latency
change was the most resistant to NMDA channel antaqonislD
since at least a short-lasting effect was evident in all 12
trials . When pEPSP and popspike increases were both
completely blocxed (n""3/12), latency decreases were still
present on the ketamine pipette although the Illagnitude of
the de or e e e e was significantly less than that on the saline
pipette. These data agree with previous findings. As shown
in the past with perfusion and lont';)phoresls in Y1Y2 And
bath application in Ylia:2 (CollingridgE' and Bliss, 1987),
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and •• demonstrated here with restricted, local application
by diffusion through a large-bore pipette , NHDA re ceptor
antagonbts attenuate or prevent the induction of LTP on
pEPSP, popspike and latency in the dentate qyrus.
It is noteworthy that the occ u r r e nc e of the latency
decrease in the absence ot co nc urrent PEPSP and popspike
ch anges is not unprecedented . In fact, it was Bliss and
Lomo (l973) in their pioneering LTP study who r eported that
the latency de crease wa s the most c ommon post-tetanic
result , perhaps indicating the strength of this particular
change. If latency decreases are the most robust o f the LTP
indicators it might be predicted , as indicated by the
present results, that D higher level of ketallline would be
necessary to block 'the change.
Dentate pipettes were purposely placed to achieve
Illaxilllal similarity in the s ha pe and size of the r ecorded
waveforms since it was e xpected that the initial size of
responses might determine the degree of potentiation
produced. This was confirmed by regression analysis with
both popspike NEP (r- 0 .34,....R< 0 .05) and LTP (ra 0 .68 •...»:<
0.05). Comparability ot the two responses in terms of
potential for plasticity was necessary since a between-site
c ompa r i s on of LTP was u s ed to determine NMDA receptor
blockade . If r esponses had differed at the outset, a
consistent difterence in potential for potentiation could be
18
erroneously interpreted. Due to the purposetul matchinq ot
initial responses no between-site ditterencus should have
been present at the time ot placement however, there were
also no ditferences in baseline response sizes over time,
the ketamine diffused from the pipette. The lack ot
between-site differences in pEPSP, popspike and latency,
prior to LTP or NEP experiments suggests that the M1DA
channel plays no detectable role in 'normal synaptic
transmiss ion in the dentate gyrus In~, an opinion held
by many (Collingridg8 and Bliss, 1987) . However, it has
been reported that Lp. ketamine does decrease responding ,
establishinq a new baseline within 15 minutes. ThUS, it may
be that in the present study, by the time two evoked.
potentials were located, matched and then tinally recorded,
the new baseline was established.
Glutamate activation of the locus ccermeue (LC)
produced reliable potentiation of dentate responses, evident
in popspike and pEPSP increases. The ov erall average
maximal popspike increase (140') recorded at the saline
site, in the present study, was comparable to that reported
previously with the LC method (14U and 158\, Harley and
Milway, 1986 and Harley and Sara, 1992, r espectively), with
intradentate HE (130-140\:, Neuman and Harley, 1983) and with
in ill.L:sl bath application (131\, LacaUle and Harley, 1985) .
The aeen lllaximal pEPSP increase at the saline aite (111')
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was alao cotDparable to that found previously with LC
stimulation (127t and 105-11S,", Harley and KUway, 1986,
Harley and Evans, 1988, respectively) and with bath applied
HE (117\, LacaiUe and Harley, 1985). Unlike LTP,
consistent latency decreases are not characteristic of NEP.
Thill atudy concurs with prior tindinqa on this point (Harley
and Kilway, 1986, Harley and Sara, 1992). In tour
experiments where latency decreases were seen, all were
long-lasting and were accompanied by NE-LLP of the pEPSP.
Most cases of pEPSP NE·LLP were, however, unaccompanied by
latency changes.
The reliability of the NEP effects reported here differ
somewhat trom that reported by others . In the present
study, popspike increases were evident in only 80\ of the 25
LC experiments conducted. It is not clear why popspike
increases were not produced in the other rive experiments
since others have reported glutamate ejection within the LC
invariably produces popspike increases (Harley and Milway,
1986, Harley and Evans, 1988 and Harley and Sara, 1992).
The percent of successful popsplke effects reported here
does fall within the range of that reported in~ with
brief (10 min) bath application of a low (10I.&m) KE
concentration (74\ of slices, Lacaille and Harley, 1985).
1."\ contrast, pEPSP inc.r "tases occurred in all 25 NEP
experiments. other investigators of pEPSP changes reported
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fever pEPSP increases with LC stimulation (65', 71\ and 65',
Harley and Milway, 1986, Harley and Evans, 1988 and Harley
and Sara, 1992, respectively) or bath HE application (53',
Lacaille and Harley, 1985). In one in~ stUdy, however.
pEPSP increases were induced invariably, however this effect
was demonstrated with molecular layer evoked potential
recording (stanton and Sarvey , 1987).
The fact that pEPSP increases were invariably induced,
unlike the findings of most other investigators, may be
explained by a better isolation and therefore selective
activation of the medial perforant path (HPP). since NE
produces REP in the medial path and depression in the
lateral path (Dahl and Sarvey, 1989) and since any perforant
path-evoked pEPSP may be a mixture of LPP- ~nd MPP-evoked
activity (McNaughton and Barnes, 1978) the net effect of HE
on the pEPSP results from NE-MPP potentiation minus NE-LPP
depression. Thus, with selective stimulation of MPP, as
might be more easily achieved in Y.1.t.x2 (Stanton and Sarvey,
1987), pEPSP responses would be potontiated and not
depressed by HE. Given the variety ot strains, sexes and
sizes ot animals used in NEP experiments a comparison ot
perforant path placements is difficult . However, popspiJce
peak latency may serve as a good indicator of relative
MPP/LPP stimulation since MPP-evoked popspikes peak lIIuch
earlier than do LPP-evoked popspikes. ThUS the latency or a
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popspike .ay reflect to 80=. degree the relative
contributions ot each pathway. Harley and Sara (1992) who
reported pEPSP increases in only 65' at LC experiments also
report that in a clonidine e xperiment which involved tour
animals, the mean pop splke peak latency was approximately
4.6 JUl . I n this stUdy where pEPSP In creas es were see n in
100\ of LC experiments, t he mea n latency over all 25
experiments was 4.0 ms. This diff erence in laten c y may
r eflect better r e l a t ive i solation of the HPP in this stUdy
than in t he Harley and Sa r a investigation. A c oupl e of
single e xperimental illustrations i n Harley and Evans (1988)
also support thIs idea . In one experiment in which latency
was 3.4 esec NE-LLP of the pEPSP was evident whereas in
another where latency was 4 .7 IIls ec no increase in pEPSP
slope vas observed.
The pEPSP and popspike i ncreases seen in LTP are always
more robust than those evident in NEP, within a subject .
This NEP/LTP difference doe s not itself suggest a
mechanistic divergence but may merely reflect a quantitative
difference ; tetanic activation is a stronger s t i mulat i on
than NE release . However, the tact that popspike peak
latency decreases occur invariably in LTP (12 /12
e xpe r b e nt s ) and rarely (4/25 experiments) in NEP sU9gests
that NEP and LTP 'a re mechanistically distinct .
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The maIn purpose of this experime nt was to clarify the
role ot the L'l'P mechani8m. , t he NMDA receptor, in HEP. In
direct contrast to the in :d.t.I:2 findings which support the
hypothesis that the NMOA receptor underlies the induction of
NEP (Burgard and Sarvey, 1989, servey, 1988 , .St ant o n et 81.,
1989), in the present in Y.1Y.2 study, it was fo und that
blockade of a significant numb~r of HMOA receptors did not
attenuate HEP. The magn i t u de of NEP, of the pEPSP and
popspike, was not attenuated on the ketamine pipette as
co mpared to the: saline pipette. This suggests that i n t he
in~ preparation t he inducti on of NEP does not de pe nd on
the NMDA receptor .
Not only did the presence of ketamine not attenuate NEP
of the popspike, but, in fact it appeared that the pres ence
o! ketamine enhanced the pop spike increase which was
significantly larger Zit the ketamine site than at the s a line
s i t e . Given that ketamine has been s hown to increase HE
availability by decreasing ~ ~~ reu'Ptake sy stemically in
ferret myocardium (Cook et al., 1992), it is certainly
possible that the same effect occurred here. If ketamine
did inhibit HE r euptake the net effect would be prolonged
ex posur e to a larger volume of HE. As presented in the
i nt r od u c tion , a prolonged exposure to a higher c onc e nt r a t i on
of HE produces lar ge r and longer lasting popspike NEP than
does a shorter exposure to a lower concentration (Iacaille
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and lIarley, 1985, Stanton and sarvey, 1985b) . More robust
I.e stimulation, which presumllobly produces a larqer HE
release, also induces larqer lind more endurinq popspike NEP
(Harley and Sara, 1992) . Hence, ketam.ine, by prolonqinq the
s yna pt i c presence of HE lloppeared to mimic the effect of mo re
robust I.e stimulllotion. However, it also appears that
prolonging HE e xpo sure is ad vantageous to cellular
ex citability only , since Jcet ami ne produced no tacUitatory
e f f e ct on pEPSP NEP. an effect whi ch is co ns istent with t he
previously mentioned i nve stigators who also r eported effects
of enhanced HE exposure on popspike only (stanton and
s a rv ey, 1985b and Harley and Sara, 1992) .
Prolonged exposure to HE may also r esult from 02-
adrenergic receptor blockade, given that the release I..lf HE
from LC terminals is under autoinhibitory control. Blocking
LC autoinhibition would prolonq LC s t iJau l at i on- i nd u c ed NE
release , the effect of whi ch may be similar to the effect of
inhibited HE reuptake . In a study utilizing electrical
activation ot the Le, idazoxan blockade of 02 receptors
resulted in the facilitation ot popspike KEP "in some cases"
but as in the case of ketamine, facilitation of pEPSP HEP
was not reported (Washburn and Moises, 1989). Again an
etfect on cellular excitability is suggested .
As briefly alluded to in the introduction it is
interesting that in LTP, and perhaps also in NEP, two
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independent plasticit y e ve nt o seem to oc cu r (Taube an d
schwa rtzkroin, 1988). One 18 eynaptic pla.ticity, whic h
ac count. tor pEPSP change a . well ae popllpike change ,
i nsofar ae pEPSP po t e nt i a t i on account. fo r t h a t in the
pop s pike . The other ill plasticity ot what is called pEPSP-
spike coupl1nq (E-5 coupling ) . Taube and schwartzkr o i n,
workinq in t he CAl at the J.n Y..1..Ug slice, recordinq
dendritic pEPSP and soma l layer pops pike, found t hat the
potentiation at t he p EPSP did not co r r e la t e well ",ith the
de gr e e of potentiation in the pop spike. A pEPSP o f a given
size e licited a larger popspike atter potentiation than
prior to induction . They theorized t h at i n addition to
s ynaptic p lasticity, whi ch account ed tOT pEPSP increases a nd
that portion of the po ps p ike increase that could be
predicted. tro. t he pEPSP i ncrease, E-S co up l i nq pota nUation
a lso resulted . This 18 a cc aacn finding i n !.TP experiment.
both in CAl and dentate (Bliss and LoIDO, 1973). In the
present investigation the LTP data collected at the saline
site, when subje cted to r egression analysis , r e vealed t hat
the ..."gnltude o f LTP on the pEPSP s erved a s a s i gn ifican t
predictor !r- 0.63 , g < 0 . 05 ) of t h e magn itUde o f LTP on the
popspike . This suggests . accordinq t o t he r e as on i nq at
Taube an d Schwartzkroin (198 8). that in this study i n the 1n
rlm denta t e gy ru s , tf!ltani .c stimu la.t i on produced a s ynapt ic
effect .
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The cha nge i n the popapike was predicted b y t ha t I n the
pEPSP .
App l y i nq the the ory o f Taube and Schwllrtkroin to NEP In
t he in x.1:tR de ntate gyrus, re'lrllaslon s na l ys l s revealed that
at the s aline site , the Ilag nit ude or pEPSP NEP significantly
predicted ~e deqree of pop$pike NEP (roo 0 .38 , R< 0 .05) .
Fur thermore a popsplke i ncrease was ne ver observed i n t he
absence o f a pEPSP increase . As i n the LTP experiments,
this sU9g e s t s t ha t norepinephrine i nduc e d plasticity at the
syn apse an d this modification produced pEPSP and popspike
increases . The change i n t he pop spiko is pred i cta ble from
the pEPSP change .
Howe ve r , the facili tatory effect o f kotem!ne (and
idazoxan, Washburn and Hoises , 1989) on popspikll but not
pEPSP, suggest tha t SOIlIl E- S cou pling must ha ve be e n
i nv o l ved and that this is the c ompo ne nt effected when NE
exposure 18 prolonged. This is supported by the fact that
the pre d i ctabil i t y o f popspike increases froll pEPSP
increases drops to no nsiqnitica nce on the ketamine pipette.
Regression an alyais s howed t hat popspike LTP and HEP
lIagnitudes we re pr~d icted b y the degree of pEPSP
potentiation at t he saline sites . However, at t he ke tamine
site (where LTP was greatl y at t enua t ed or absent) , NEP of
t he pop spike va s no longer pred i cte d by t hat o f t he p EPSP
(roo 0 .2 2 , 11:> 0.05) . This sU9gests t ha t i f ke tamine enhances
s.
HE exposure by inhibiting HE reuptake, the effect is felt by
the E-S .c oup l i ng mechanism and ' not by tha Byna~se per ee ,
Future experiments concentrating on the etfect of LC
stimulation on pure KPP-eUcited and LPP-elicited responses
should help clarify whether NEP is predominantly an E-S
coupling potentiation or whether in fact synaptic plasticity
is disguised by the subtractive effect of HE-induced
depression on the lateral component. Much more W'ork is
needed to . understand the mechanisms that mediate synaptic
plasticity and those that mediate E-S coupling potentiation.
The present findings show that LTP and NEP do not
convergB on the NMDA receptor, in ~. Such is not the
case in.Y1..t1:Q. Why then the difference? There are a number
of probable explanations. Firstly. as detailed in the
introduction, there are elements of dentate circuitry that
are entirely absent in the .In n..tl:2 slice. The excitatory
mossy cell afferents and many of the inhibitory basket cell
connections would be disconnected by the slice preparation
(Sharfman , 1991). However, the basic circuitry that
mediates HEP must remain intact since the same popspike and
pEPSP changes, of comparable she and duration. take place
in iliI:2 and .1.0~. It might be speCUlated that the
misslnq circuitry is serviceable but not necessary to NEP
and LTP induction. ThUS, without the additional effect of
NE on these elements, LTP and NEP become interdependent,
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shown in illm. HE (or a-receptor activation) and HFT
s timula tion (which produces NHOA receptor activation) must
cooperate to induce plasticity i n the slice . As speculated
by Harl ey , (19 91), since LTP is mor e difticult to elicit i n
the slice than in.Y..ixg, f acilitating f actors such as NE lllay
be required. for r eliable de ntate slice LTP i nduc tion. .In
~, it app ears that e i t her ~echanism alon e 18 s uff i c ient
to induce plasticity. Th e NMOA r e c e ptor i s suf f i c ient but
not nece s s ary fo r dentate plas t i c ity in~.
Al ternat ive ly, i t may be the case tha t t.he mechanisms
a ctivat ed by bath a pplied HE an d those ac tivat e d by
end ogenous HE r elea se are not e n t i rel y t h e sallie . pe rhaps
the true response of a p opuliltion o f d entate g ranule cells
t o natural NE release is better simulated by J.n~
l'Ict ivat i on o f the e curce LC t h a n by bath applicat ion o f HE
in:!LU.J;:Q. Stimulat i on of the LC with ex og e nous glutamate
produces an endogen ous and therefore physiological l evel of
HE r e l e ase at the synapses . With bath app licat ion of HE in
the JJ1~ slice, the ob serve d actions of HE may occur at
physiol09ically irrelevant levels and l ocations . The bath
administered level of HE is not neces sar.ily physio l og i c a lly
releva1'\t and is free to act ev e n at synapses where it may
not normally do so, whUe LC act ivation e licits HE release
thr oughout t he systelll (Foote et al ., 1991) . This implies
that bath applied HE fail s to act1va~e all t he no rma l
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mechanisms or activates extra-synaptic aecnenfeae , such that
a codependence between NEP and LTP is created. This
possibility i_ supported by the fact that, in the
hippocampus, the sites of HE eefeaee do not strongly
correlate with the locations of noradrenerg!c receptors
(Crutcher and Davis, 1980). Hence bath applied NE could
readily activate adrenergic receptors not normally activated
by synaptic NE reaeaae,
Recent in Y.i.t.I9. findings s ugges t ano t her alternat ive .
Ratht'!r than assuming that because of indiscriminate
adrenorgic recepeec activation the role of the NMDA receptor
in NEP in the slice is different from that In ~, it may
be the pattern of the activation of these adrenergic
receptors that differs in n.t..L:2 versus in yjyQ. Dahl and Li
(1994) working In the dentate slice, have shown that the 8-
aqonist isoproterenol given at a subthreshold 75nH dose
produced short-term popspike potentiation that did not
outlast a 30 1I1nute wash. However, a large l#M dose
produced an NHDA receptor-dependent NE-LLP. Interestingly,
s e quent i a l applications of 750M isoproterenol, separated by
~ 30 llIinute washout, produced NE-LLP. Furthermore this NE-
LLP vas blocked by metoprolol but not by APV NUDA receptor
blockade . Possibly seque.ntial low do s8 isoproterenol-
induced B-receptor activation 1.D~, more closely mimics
endogenous, .in~, NE release . Perhaps NEP and LTP would
8.
not have to cooperate in ntx2 if NE were presented in a
pattern that resembles that ot natural release .
Although the NMDA receptor is not vital to NEP
induction, NE may still promote LTP induction by
facilitating calcium influx through vo l t a ge- ga t ed Ca2+
channeie (Gray and Jobnston , 1987). By enhancing
intracellular calcium accWllulation NE can enhance the
calcium-dependent cascade of biochemical ev ents that leltd to
the establishment of LTP, all independently of the NMDA
receptor chennej. , In addition, the s e data do not refute the
possibility that NEP and LTP may converge on common
mechanisms of expression and maintenance . since protein
s yn t he s i s inhibitors prevent the late phase of both
phenomena (Stanton and Sarvey, 1985b, Sarvay , 19(8) it is
possible that saturation of one potentiation would occlude
the maintenance of the other, an event that would take place
post-induction.
This study is the first to investigate the role of the
NHDA receptor in REP in the in~ dentate qyrus and
therefore the first to find that NMDA receptor blockade does
not interfere with NEP induction or maintenance . It ia
necessary to acknowledge, however, that ketamine, as an NMDA
noncompetetive antagonist has been classified as use-
dependent (MacDonald et a!., 1991) . Thus, if lOW-frequency
activation is insufficient to open NMDA channels
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(Coll1nqrldqe and Bliss, 1987) it could be Buggested that
the 1cetalllina did not enter the channels and therefore could
not block NEP. However, in this study and in the pilot,
kstamine blocked LTP, even vhen not preceded by NEP-inducing
stimUlation. It might still be argued, though, that durIng
LTP-inducing tetanic stimUlation, unlike during LC
activation, sufficient NMOA receptor stimulation would occur
to permit ket"'mine entry at that point in . time. Thus, LTP
attenuation could occur where NEP was intact. However, it
might be expected that if such was the case, Ca2+ would also
enter and some level of LTP would still occur, that is
attenuation would be expected (Haren et aI., 1991). Again ,
a complete block of LTP was evident in 80me animals and in
these same animalS , NEP was intact. There is other evidence
to suggest that ketamine blocks the channel even with lew
frequency stimulation. In cultured mouse hippocampal cells
it was founei that bath-applied ketamine often depressed
NMDA-activated currents on the first agonist application as
compared to a control (MacDonald et al ., 1991). Also, in
cultured rat hippocampal cells, ketl!lnine, unlike another
channel antagonist (MK-801) produced a non-use-dependent
block of the IDfDA channel, reducing NHDA·irtduced current
fairly €ltticiently and at short latency (Halliwell et al.,
1989) • Even in stUdies where tetanic stimulation bas been
used, the use-dependency of ketamine has been questionable.
In the u re thane anaesthetized r a t, vh lle i nves tigating the
i nvo l v ement of the NM DA r e ceptor in tetanIcally- induced
paroxy s llal dentate disch a rges , std nqer .n4 Lot tUlla n ( 19 88)
toun4 t hat both ketami ne a nd MK- 801 blocked th ls activity
but on l y MX-S01 r e qu i r ed an i n it ia l d lscha r q e to do s o .
Finally, In the anaesthetized rat, i t was f ound that
ketamine, but no t MK-8 01, b locked LTP in duc tion a t t he
pe r for a nt pa th-dentate qyrus synapse just t en mInutes a fter
Lp. ad mi nistra tion , lea ving the au t ho rs to conc l ude that
ke t a mi n e, un like HK-801, is f ast- acting an d is not us e-
d ependent (Mare n a t a I. , 1991). With tho on go i ng diffus i on
of ke tamine used in the present study . ke tamine b l oc k should
a lso be i r r ev e rsible . Given t he compl ete LTP block ob t ained
i n Game experiments and. i n the pilot s tUdy , i t a p pears that
keta lline dId bloc k t he NMDA ch a nnel .
Though t he tirst to demons t rate HMDA- independent NEP in
Y..1Y2, th i s s tudy is not t he first to p r es ent an NMDA-
inde pe ndent fOnl o t plas ticity mediated by tl'Ie NE-& pathwa y.
either in r at h i ppocalllpa l HEP o r other .ya te.s .
I n CAl o f the in 3d..tn! sl i c e, a a-med iated, NMDA-
i ndependent po t e nt iation has been described , Which the
a ut ho rs call SAP (Heginbotham an d Dunwi ddie, 1991). Li ke
dentate NEP, II 30 mi nut e bath lIIppllcation o f SOOnM
isoproterenol Induced an e nha nceme nt o f the popspiJce t hlilt
out l a s t ed the wash. &AP was block ed by timolol, but not by
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APV pretreatment . Timolol ltppl1clttion did not reverse SAP
once induced. Furthe~ore, popspike potentiation WltS
mimicked by forskol1n and cAMP ana1oques. Further
investigation (Duntoliddh et a1., 1992) revealed that SAP "'as
accompanied by a prolonged depolarization of the pyramidal
cells and a reduction in the Ca2+ dependent potassiWll
conductance that mediates the AHP. These effects were also
mimicked by lorskolin and cAMP analoques • . Cellular
depolarization and reduced potassium conductance also
ac ..::ompany dentate REP (Lacaille and schtolartzkroin, 1988,
stanton et Ill ., 1989, Haas and Rose, 1987). Thus, 8AP may
be the result of enhanced cellular excitability (E-5
coupling) mediated by the cAKP biochemical cascade, synaptic
enhancement is not indicated since pEPSP changes were never
observed. Thus whUe the cAMP-lI',ediated potentiation of CAl
is very similar to that in dentate, dentate REP has,
primarily or additionally, a synaptic effect. Given the
lack of HMD" receptor involvement in either 8AP or REP, they
are more similar to one another than to L'I'P. Further
elucidation ot SAP processes in n.1l:2 and an exploration of
8A.P capability in~, should contribute to understanding
ot dentate NEP. In particular it would be lnterestinq to
understand what part of the dentate 8-cAMP pathway diverges
tram that of CAl to produce enhancement of the synaptic
component ot the popUlation response . As indIcated by
.3
Invertebrate .tudles, the same biochemical pathway can
mediate both synaptic and cellular excitability pot.entiation
(Xleln at aI., 1986, Schuman and Clarke, 1990) .
While NE b not involved, in the Invertebrate o.plysla,
NMDA-receptor independent, cAMP-mediated plasticity has been
firmly established (Abrams and Kandel, 1988, Hawkins et 0.1.,
1993). Two kinds of cAMP-dependent learning have been
s t ud i ed in aplysia : sensitization and as so ciative c lass i c al
conditioning. Sensitiza tion occurs when a response, (e .g.
gill withdrawal), is s t r e ng t he ned to a previously neutral
stimulus (e .g. siphon touch) followinq a particularly
threatening stimulus (e .g-. noxious neck or tail
stimulation) . In classical conditioninq aplysia learns to
withdraw its tail to siphon touch when siphon touch is
repeatedly preceded by tail shock. Both forms involve
presynaptic facilitation where the pairing ot s e ns ory neuron
a c t i vat i on (siphon touch) with modulatory neurotransmitter
(noxious stimulation), which invades the s ensory neuron
tel,"min!l.l, enh ances future transmitter release from that
sensory neuron terminal. The authors call this a pre-
modulatory coincidence, as opposed to the Hebbian pre-pollt
coincidence.
Both these forms of learning depend on cAMP and
s erotonin (S-HT) initiates the biochemical cascade which
underlies thia plasticity . The S-HT activated pathway is,
..
however, very .i.ilar to that in NEP. As HE does in
dentate, 5-HT acts via a G-prote1n to stimulate adcnylate
cycilloe to produce cAMP. cAMP acts ae a second Illessenger ,
activating protein kinase-mediated phosphorylation. The
result is II reduction in II potassium conductance which
yields a prolonged action potential and therefore an
enhanced ca 2+ influx . In sensitization cAMPhas the
additional effect at enhancing a voltage gated Ca2+ inflUX .
The enhanced Ca2+ accumulation that results from these
actions produces the facilitated neurotransmitter release
that underlies sensitization and associative learning in
aplysia . These effects are rominiscent of those in NEP,
where reduced potal5lsium conductance (Haas and Rose, 19871
and enhanced voltage-gated Ca2+ influx (Gray and Johnston,
19B7) have alsO been observed.
In aplysia sensitization and IIssociative learning can
both be short.. or long-lasting and eitber effect depends on
the 5-HT-cAMP pathway. However, long-lasting plasticity has
additional requirements tor altered gene exprossion and
morphological change. This is similar to NEP where NE-SLP
and NE-LLP are both blocked by B-antagonists but only HE-UP
is blocked by protein synthesis inhibitors (stanton and
Sarvey, 19B5b). As stated, it has also recently been
observed in aplYsla , that the one biochemical pathway llIay
produce both synaptic enhancement and cellular excitability
.5
increases (Schuman and Clark&, 1')90, Xlein et a1.. 1986) .
Perhaps the cAMP pathway can account for both the synaptic
ar.d pEPSP-spike (E-5) coupling enhanCGlIlent sometimes
observed in NEP. The 8im.uariti~s between dentate NEP and
sensitization and a ssociative learning in aplys ia suggest
that NEP may be less like pre-post coincide~tal NMDA-
med iat e d LTP and more s illlilar to the presynaptic modulatory
mechanism observed in invertebrate learning.
The importance of cAMP plasticity to learning is wall
illustrated in drosophila learning mutants. dun ce and
rutabaga . In these mutants , the cAMP biochemical pathway is
dy sfunctional , imparting an inability for plasticity. It is
thought that: this is the reason for the memory deficits
observed (~hong and Wu. 1991) . Interestingly, it has also
been shown in thA mallllllallan visual system that both
developmental and ,,,d ul t experience-dependent plasticity,
depend on the NE-S pathway (Kasamatsu. 1991) . In kittens.
monocular deprivation induces a shift i n ocular dominance
columns such that cells come to respond only to the open
eye . HE actinq via the S-receptor is necessary for this
plasticity. HE depletion prevented this shift and
subsequent direct injection restored it. Recovery from
monocular deprivation was also inhibited by HE depletion ano1
facilitated by HE. In adults , this shift does not nOrJllally
occur, binocular vieion remains i nt ac t after monocular
••
depriva;:.ion, u:cept in the presence of HE. Adu l t e xposure
to HE see.. to extend developmental plasticity. Revealinq
its true .edulatory nature , HE lIed ities the ocular dominance
shitt regardless ot d irection . Jl:a s a llla t s u c oncluded that -&-
receptors occupy a ke y step i n the bioche mi cal c a sc ades
underlyinq t he regulation Qf visuoc ortical plasticitylt.
Al t oge t her, t hese mana U an and i nvertebrate find ings ,
in addition to the present results , su ppo rt t he ab il i t y of
cAMP to behave a. a s ubst r a t e for plasticity, independent of
the NMDA receptor . These results suggest that cAMP may be
both ne c e s s a ry a nd sufficient fo r s ome k i nds of learning .
In t he introduction , ....hich r evie....s the history of
inquiry into t he role of NE i n the dentate, the t heory 'Wa s
presented that NE, 'WhiCh i s released during aroused and
attentive states, functions a s a neuromodulator . As a
. ad ul a t o r, HE operat es in an in di rect fa s h i on , mediating
effects that are dIstinc t frail s t raight f o rwa rd i nhibit i on
and exc i tatio n: The evidence sho 'Ws that the overall effect
of HE on cellular a c tiv i t y depends on the balance of 0-
inhibitory an d A-excItatory activation . As II
neuromodulator, I t is implied that NE achieves its effects
by modifying thl:! functioninq of other eeehenfeae , This has
bee n demons trated in ma ny modalit i es, includIng t he v isual,
olfactory a nd cerebellar co rtices , 'Wher e HE modifies
cellular responding t o improve the signal to noise r a t Io o f
'7
the sens::)ry 8igna1. As a true modu l ator, HE mak e s
i nhibi tory d~nala lIore inhibitory a nd e xcitatory aiqnala
tlo r e exc itatory . OOe to HE co -relea• • , the• • s en s ory
81 gnals hav e .or. phyaiol O<Jica l iapa ct . Aa the research
also Sh OV8, ME r e l e a se occurs d u r i nq learning si tua t ion. ,
wh I ch ara arous inq an d attention-qett i nq , for t he pu rpose of
prolloting the l e arn ing . It va s po s t ul ated that HE prolllo t es
lea rning b y enhanc i ng' LTP, the memory s ubstrate of the
h ippocampus , v ia the NMDA r e ceptor . This t heory r eceiv ed
great support in D..t..t2 wher e, in f act , it was f ound t hat LTP
vaB induced onl y i n the presenc e of HE. Fur thermore, it va s
a lso f ound t hat HEP in the slice depended on t he LTP
induction lIechanism, t he NMDA r e ceptor. In t he present
s t udy , however, it has been shown that bloc kade of the NMD~
c ha nne l in ~, which obst ruct ed LTP induction , d id not
hinder the induc tion of HEP. LC- induced potentiation does
not require the HMDA ch e nn el, unlike LTP. Thu s i t appears
t h at Hl P is a phenomen on dis tinct fro. LTP at l east in tenia
o f i ndu ction . Althou gh HE does modu l ate cellular
r esponding , a nd LTP, p Brhaps both in illr.g and in Yb.,g , its
role llIay s urpass the r estricted bou nds o f the
"neurolllooulator" role such that , it nece s s ary , it can induce
potentiation via its own mechani sms. Su fficie nt evidence,
fro. various sy stems, be e been pros ented to support the
c ontention that HE, v i a the e.-cAMP pathway, is both
. s
necessary and sufficient for s ome k i nds of neuronal
plasticity.
ss
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